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God puts His own with the people and in
the place which will tend most to develop
the spiritual graces.
He puts one who is quick with one who is
slow, and one who is quiet with one who
is talkative; that the one who is quick
may be patient with the one who is talkative.
He puts one who is orderly with one who is
untidy, that both may learn lessons. Often
our environment is but an answer to our
prayers.
We pray for patience, and God sends those
who tax us to the utmost, for "tribulation
worketh patience" (Rom. 5:3).
We pray for submission, and God sends
suffering, for we learn obedience by the
things we suffer (Heb. 5:8).
We pray for unselfishness, and God gives
opportunities to sacrifice ourselves by
thinking on the "things of others" (Phil.
2:4).
We pray for victory, and the things of the
world sweep down upon us in a storm of
temptation, for "this is the victory that
overcometh the world, even our faith"
(I John 5:4; 4:4).
We pray for humility and strength, and
some messenger of Satan torments us
until we lie in the dust crying to God
for its removal (II Cor. 12:7, 8).

We pray for union with Jesus, and God
severs natural ties and lets our best
friends misunderstand or become indifferent to us (John 15:2).
We pray for more love,, and God sends
peculiar suffering, and puts us with apparently unlovely persons and lets them
say things to rasp the nerves, lacerate the
heart, and sting the conscience; for love
suffers long and is kind; love is not impolite; love is not provoked; love bears,
love believes, hopes, and endures; love
never faileth (I Cor. 13:4-8; John
5:9,10).
We ask to follow Jesus, and He separates
us from home and kindred, for He Himself said, "Whosoever he be of you that
forsaketh not all that he hath, he cannot
be my disciple" (Luke 14:33).
We pray for the Lamb life, and are given a
portion of lowly service, or we are injured and must seek no redress; for He
was led as a lamb to the slaughter, and
opened not His mouth (Isa. 53:7).
We pray for gentleness, and there comes a
perfect storm of temptation to yield to
harshness and irritability.
We pray for quietness, and everything within and around is confusion, that we may
learn when He giveth quietness no one
can make trouble (Job 34:29)—Hearing
and Doing.
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RELIEF AND SERVICE COMMITTEE
CIVILIAN PUBLIC SERVICE NOTES

WASHINGTON NOTES

Relief Workers Now in Germany
Through the State Department in Washington the Mennonite Central Committee
has been informed that Bro. Henry Buller
and wife and Sister Lois Gunden, erstwhile
relief workers in France, have joined the
diplomatic group in Baden Baden, Germany.
Here they await exchange and repatriation,
as did Bro. M. C. Lehman a year ago. There
is no way of knowing at what date this will
be possible.
Reports indicate that they are well treated. Exchange of mail with relatives is possible through official channels.
* * * *
Nurses Find Work in England Rewarding
In her late letter of February 15 Sister
Edna Hunsperger tells of the satisfaction
which she and Sister Elfrieda Klassen have
found in their eight months work in hostels
and homes in the British Isles.
Of her work at "The Woodlands" Sister
Hunsberger remarks: "Our 'Family' at present numbers thirty. This is slightly less than
previously, but is encouraging in that it is
evidence of the absence of raids. The general health is fairly good at present, with
the exception of a few colds and minor ailments."
Quoting from her closing paragraph: "Let
me also convey to you the thanks and appreciation of many here, who are benefitting
by your gifts of love. One lady says, 'Do
please tell the folks in America how much
we appreciate their help in our time of
need.' "
* * * *
Cooking School for C.P.S. Men
Beginning in April and lasting for three
months there will be a Cooking School for
C.P.S. men at the Grottoes, Va. camp. The
School will train cooks for "C.P.S. camps
operating on frugal budgets and under food
rationing difficulties." It will also prepare
men in working for mobile disaster units
and post-war relief and reconstruction purposes.
Sister May Emma Showalter, dietician of
the Grottoes Camp will be in charge of the
School. About 15 men will be selected to attend the School from camps east of the
Mississippi.

A voluntary system for the use of about
600 men as dairy farmers and dairy herd
testers has been worked out with the government by the N.S.B.R.O. These men will
be assigned to designated counties all over
the country and will receive a more liberal
maintenance scale than has so far been secured for C.P.S. special service projects.
Over-maintenance earnings are claimed by
the U. S. Treasury but will be put into a
special account and not spent until after the
war. About 500 of this number will work
on individual dairy farms with the Mennonites supplying 250, Brethren 150 and the
Friends 100, all figures approximate.
In addition about 300 men can be used in
units of 30 to 50 men attached to State agricultural school farms. This will also be
maintenance work, the terms varying with
the different states. At least one more
camp of the Terry. Mont., type (land reclamation) will also be added.
* * •
Farmers make up almost half the present
C.P.S. strength, accounting for 49.4 per
cent of the men, according to a recent tabulation. Returns from the questionnaires
were in general much higher from the M.C.C. camps than the others, however, so it
was thought the percentage might decline
somewhat when the full count was in. Professional groups ranked second in number,
accounting for about one-fifth of total personnel.

* * * *
On D'spcsition of Money Earned in
Emergency Farm Program
Quoting from Camp Directors Bulletin
No. 52: "A plan to segregate all funds
earned under the Emergency Farm Program
until after the war has been approved by
the Secretary of the Treasury and the Comptroller General of the United States. This
means that no money earned by men on the
Emergency Farm Program will be used for
war purposes. This ruling is retroactive
and includes all monies previously earned
since the beginning of the Emergency Farm
Program."
* * * *
More Men to Hospitals
Latest hospital to be approved for receiving C.P.S. on its staff is the Harrisburg
State Hospital, Harrisburg, Pa. which will
receive a unit of 25 men.
The Norristown State Hospital of Norristown, Pa. is scheduled to receive 50 additional C.P.S. men. A 25-man unit is now
there.

i

* * *

Religious groups appeared before the
Senate Military Affairs Committee last
week to oppose any labor draft act on the
grounds of conscience. The delegation consisted of four Friends and C. L. Graber who
submitted a memorandum prepared by Paul
Homlv Fren^b. the Rev. H^rrv Emer°on
Fosdick and Bishop Anpleton Lawrence, the
latter representing the Episcopal Pacifist
Fellowship. The Committee was studviner
the proposed Austin-Wadsworth National
Service Act.
» » #
Representative Carter Mana^co of Alabama has introduced a bill into Congress to
denv Federal employment to "conscientious
objectors and persons refusing to subscribe
to an oath to uphold and defend the Constitution of the United States."
* * «
General Hershev last week clarified the
III-B draft classification, explaining that a
man with dependents need only be in a necessary activity to merit III-B. He need not
be an essential man in that activity. A baker's helper, the father of a family, was given as an example. Baking, so far at least,
is a necessary activity, and even though the
helper was not an essential man, he was
placed in III-B.
* * *
There are now more than 900 C.P.S. men
serving in mental hospitals and approved
places for about 300 more. The parachute
fire fighting project, to begin May 15, will
add 60 more to the special projects list,
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while the Coast and Geodetic Survey of the
U. S. Dept. of Commerce will take up to
200 more, ten of whom have already been
selected. It is hoped that the first few men
in the China Unit will be able to start within the next month or so in advance of the
full unit.—
' Released by N. S. B. R. O. Office,
Washington, D. C.
Two Hundred Fifty Men to Go into Dairy
Farm Labor
Due to labor shortage in dairy counties
Selective Service has approved the selection
of at least two hundred fifty men from
Mennonite camps for distribution on dairy
farms in 5 counties in Wisconsin, 3 counties in Ohio, 2 counties in Michigan, a n d l
county in California. Twenty-five men will
be assigned to each county.
The official understanding drawn up by
Selective Service System calls for the farmers to pay a prevailing wage for the service
of the men to the National Service Board
for Religious Objectors. From this wage
will be deducted expenses for the transportation of the men from camp to farm, workmen's compensation, medical care, and an
allowance to cover clothing and other personal expenses. The money above the maintenance expenses will go to the U. S. treasury where, according to present understanding, it will be "frozen" for the duration of
the war.
* * * *
Civilian Public Service Parachute Unit
In cooperation with the U. S. Forest Service arrangements have been completed for
an assignment of men from C.P.S. camps
to train for "smoke jumping" or parachute
fire fighting. This work consists of fighting
forest fires by dropping men with parachutes from planes over the scene of the
forest fire and thus effect a great saving in
time, energy, and manpower in t h e ' extinguishing of the fire.
A unit of men, all volunteers, will be
stationed at Missoula, Montana for training
around the 15th of May. Bro. Roy Wenger,
now at Colorado Springs camp, will be director of the unit. Mrs. Wenger will serve
as dietician and Marie Ediger as nursematron. Because of the nature of the work
only those will be admitted to the unit who
are physically fit and who are proved to be
steady and fearless.
* * * *
PEACE SECTION NOTES
Peace Section Handbook
Just off the press is a new handbook of
information published by the Peace Section
of the Mennonite Central Committee. The
book contains-a brief history of the background and purposes of the Peace Section
and the scope of its activities in the past
year. The problems of nonresistant people
in local communities, in relation to war
financing, and in relation to the draft—all
these are covered by the manual.
A considerable part of the handbook
contains a detailed manual of instruction regarding classification and appeal. The handbook should be in the possession of all ministers and others who are responsible to
give advice to young men facing draft
problems. The price is five cents and the
handbook can be obtained from the Mennonite Central Committee, Akron, Pa.
* * * * *
Government Favors Shifting to Farm Labor
The shortage of labor in agriculture and
the prospects of reduced food production are
the reasons for the present policy of the
(Continued on page 120)
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Separation, Non-Conformity and
Nonresistance are Closely
Associated

S

EPARATION is of the heart. II Cor. 6, de-

scribes it as an inner experience, as
internal as our "bowels"; "ye are not
straightened in us, but ye are straightened
in your own bowels" declares the Apostle.
This is an analogy not hard to follow since
heart cleaning is often referred to as a
"purging." Our bowels digest and assimilate the food we eat, thus nourishing the
body, and sustaining life itself. They also
separate and eliminate the refuse, thus preserving the health of the body. Our heart
condition determines our spiritual desires
and appetites, our assimilations and eliminations. The separations and eliminations
of II Cor. 6:14-17 will never be effected
without a heart work first, and if the eliminations are not effected, I am quite convinced the assimilations of 17-18 and 7:1
will also lack fulfillment.
If separation has become a spiritual
reality, a working principle in the heart,
then non-conformity will not be a difficult
matter. With the transforming power of
the Holy Ghost possessing our hearts, a
supreme love for God and his will directing our lives, we certainly will have no desire for the world nor the things of the
world. Desire will cease from the "inside"
for the applause and friendship of the
world, and we will want to conform to the
will and word of God, in nature, character
and action. We will "seek the things which
are above," and can say, "I delight to do
thy will, 0 God," and in whatsoever we do,
"whether we eat, or drink, or whatsoever
we do" it will be a studied effort for the
Glory of God.
Nonresistance is an outgrowth of Separation and Non-conformity. We are sepa-rated unto God and His service. No longer
motivated by the spirit of self seeking,
envy, strife and enemity as manifest in the
world. Sustained by the presence and
power of God, we can "rejoice in tribulation" and "endure grief, suffering wrongfully." and "take joyfully the spoiling of
your goods, knowing in yourselves, that ye
have in heaven a better and more enduring
substance."
We not only "preach peace thru Jesus
Christ" but we have learned that "he is our
peace." If "he hath given peace, who then
can make trouble." We. also knowing that
carnal warfare never has, and never can
settle the ever increasing problems of the
world satisfactorily, look for the coming of Him. "Which in his times he shall
show who is the blessed and only Potentate,
the King of kings, and Lord of lords."
— 0 . B. U.
Nobody ever talks "dry faith" until too
spiritually lazy or too dead to any longer
meet the conditions for living faith.

Editor's Note—The article appearing in
the Visitor of March twenty-ninth entitled
"The Free Moral Agency of Man" was
signed "Author Unknown." Since its publication we have learned that it was written by Eld. J. R. Steckley of Gormley,
Ontario. We are happy to be able to give
this recognition.

Peace, vs. Defense in 1812
Knoxville, Tenn.
N THE year 1812, while Joseph Hoag, (a
"Quaker" minister) was traveling in
Tennessee, he says: "We stopped on our
way at Knoxville, to take breakfast; the
Indians having made an invasion on the
frontiers of the white inhabitants, it was a
time of great alarm while I was there. Being taken into the room where the general
was with his officers, the sergeants made
their returns to the general, that they had
warned every man that the law required to
do military duty, Quakers, and all, and
there had not appeared one Quaker on the
ground. In the meantime the general looked
sharply at me, as I was walking the room,
and said: 'Well, we have lost a number of
our frontier inhabitants, and some of our
soldiers, and a people who would not defend the frontier inhabitants when the savages were destroying and sealping them,
could not be considered friends to their
country, and should have no favor from
him.' He then said: 'How do you like that,
stranger?' I said: 'It is no doctrine for
me; I have little or no opinion of it.' He
asked: 'Why?' I said: 'The people with
whom I commune, who are sound in their
principles, are all King's men. and are remarkably attached to their King, and our
King told Pontius Pilate that His kingdom
was not of this world, for if it was. then
would His servants fight, that He should
not be delivered to the Jews; that His kingdom was not from hence, and that His
kingdom was our kingdom; that He had
nothing to fight for in this world, neither
have we; and you warriors are fighting for
riches, honor and glory of this world, and
when you have gotten them, you cannot
stay with them. We choose to lay up our
riches, and have our treasures where the
rust cannot mar them, nor thieves nor warriors get them from us.' The general sat
down but soon rose with these words: 'I
am not going to give up the argument so;
I see by the look in your eye that you are
no coward; you are a soldier, and if an
Indian was to come into your house to kill
your wife and children, you would fight.' I
answered: 'As for cowardice, I ever de-
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spised it, but, pointing to the guns standing
ki the house with bayonets on them, 'General, it would take twelve such men as thou
art—and then you would not do it—to
make me take hold of a gun or pistol, to
take the life of a fellow creature,' and
looked him full in the face. He said: 'I see
you do not deny the sword.' I replied: 'No,
I profess to be a swordsman, that is the
weapon I go into the field with—a sword
that was never beaten in the field nor foiled
in battle.' He turned and sat down, but not
long, and said: 'I will bring you to the
point. If an Indian was to come into your
house with his knife and tomahawk, and
you knew he would kill you, your wife and
children, and you knew you could kill him
and save all your lives, you would kill
him; if you did not you would be guilty of
the death of all.' I thought it time to bring
the matter to a close, and proposed a
standard to bring the argument to, that
should decide it, but he declined. I asked
him if he professed to be a Christian, a
Jew, or a Mohammedan? He declined a
while. I then added: if he were a Jew, he
was not prepared to fight; his men were
not circumcised, he had not burnt a sin
offering, nor a peace offering.' He exclaimed: 'I profess to be a Christian, I am
not a Jew or a Turk.' I asked him if he believed Jesus Christ was the author of the
Christian dispensation. He said: 'Yes.' I
asked him if he believed Him sufficiently
equal to the work of God Himself, as He
received all the works of God to do. He
said He did. I then told him I should
keep him to the Christian platform or
creed, lai'd down by Jesus Christ; and that
he would not deny that a Christian was
fit to both live and die. I then told him I
would give the subject a fair statement,
and he might judge. I proceeded thus: 'I
shall state, that myself and wife are true
Christians, and our children are in the
minority, and thou knowest it is natural
for children to believe what their parents
teach them, and therefore we are all true
Christians as far as our several capacities
enable us to be; and now the question lies
here; which is most like the principles and
example of our King—the author of the
Christian religion—to lay down our lives,
and all go to heaven together; or kill that
wicked Indian and send him to hell; for
he must be in as wicked a state as he can
be, to kill a family that would not hurt
him? General, it is a serious thing to send
wicked folks to hell; they have no chance
to come back and mend their ways; and
thou dost not know but that if that wicked
Indian was spared, he might feel remorse
enough to make him repent, so as to find
forgiveness, and go to heaven. I really believe I should feel much better to see him
come there, than to send him to hell; and
that is not all. General; when I killed that
wicked Indian, and sent him to hell, I imbrued my hands in human blood; before
(Continued on page 127)
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THE FORGIVENESS OF SINS
A. Z. Myers
"In whom we have redemption
through
his blood, the forgiveness of sins, according to the riches of his grace." Eph. 1:7.
"Blessed is he whose transgression
is
forgiven, whose sin is covered."
Psalm
32:1.
Sin is the stubborn fact in the life of
all. See I John 1:8.
HAT is sin? Briefly, sin is missing
the mark. There are many ways in
which we sin. Let us look at this matter
with an open mind and heart for a little
while.
There are the fleshly transgressions—
murder, robbery, sensuality, drunkenness,
etc., manifestly sin, sins not to be thought
of among Christian people, or even of
moral folk. Some complacently say "not
guilty" of these and pass over the whole
question. There are at least three more
categories of sins by which we must test
ourselves. Let us look at them briefly.
1. These are sins of temperament, such
as slovenliness, laziness, vindictiveness,
covetousness, jealousy, envy,' bad temper,
and others of like ilk. They are more
prevalent and do more harm. Alas, in
many lives they are eating like a canker,
and we excuse them on the ground of temperament. They are sin, and they separate
from God, destroy our happiness and vitiate our testimony as Christians. See what
it did to the elder brother in Luke 15. That
story closes with him outside, outside the
fellowship of his father.
2. There are the sins of social attitudes and relations; sin in money getting
and spending. One student of this subject
said, "The greatest sin of this generation
is connected with money getting." He said
something worthy of serious thought. In
our social relations, in government, in
many ways we may sin. One might write
at length here. Think it through.
3. But there is still another group, if
possible even more deadly, specially to the
Christian life. How the Master pilloried
them! The sins of omission, simply failing to do that which we ought to have
done.
There was the one-talent m a n : "Thou
wicked and slothful servant." Matt. 25:26.
"Take the talent from him—cast him into
the outer darkness; there shall be weeping
and gnashing of teeth."
Then there was the rich man in hell. It
was not a sin to be rich, but to be rich and
selfishly shut out others, that was different,
that was sin.
Then there were the priest and the Levite who passed by, or the lepers who
failed to return and say thank you, failing
to glorify God.
God help us to know our sins and confessing them we may be forgiven, may

W
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know the blessedness of being restored into fellowship.
Now, having just very briefly faced
some of the ways in which we may, and I
fear too often do sin, let us look at forgiveness, for thank God there is forgiveness of sins. That is the glad Gospel message.
"And while the lamp holds out to burn,
The vilest sinner may return."
And the one not so vile also.
The forgiveness of sins is not easy. Forgiveness will mean more when we understand this.
a. It is not easy for us. You have
heard expressions like these: "I cannot forgive." "I will not forgive." 'I'll forgive,
but I cannot forget." Why do we say that
or feel that way? Because sin matters. It
hurts. It wrongs. It is hardest to forgive
when sin has wronged some one we love
very much. Just in the measure that sin
shocks us because it hurts some one we
love do we find it hard to forgive.
b. Again we observe: It is not easy for
God to forgive. Here is the great mystery
of the atonement. Jesus gave a hint of
this mystery and this hard matter when he
compared forgiveness and healing in the
story of the paralytic. We believe in the
atonement, and we stand amazed, amazed
at the love which provided it, amazed at
the sin that demanded it. amazed at the
cost of forgiveness. And well we may.
When we really begin to realize what it
cost for God to forgive our sins, we shall
sense something of the greatness of the forgiveness of sins.
c. And there is a third thing we ask
you to note about the forgiveness of sins.
It is not an easy experience in our own
lives. Sin must be confessed, restitution
made when possible, and we must be separated from our sins. Paul never forgave
himself for having persecuted the saints
-as he did.
He knew he was forgiven, and rejoiced
in it, but there was the aching sense of
something that was in the past, and that
drove him on to do more for the Master.
I had a friend, who has passed on to be
with his Lord, who had been an unbeliever
and scoffed much at religion. Unfortunately he was in a position where his scoffs
were all too effective. After his conversion how this grieved him! With what
zeal he carried on evangelistic work to win
others to Christ! If the forgiveness of sins
has been an easy experience in our lives,
it is a question whether we have been forgiven.
A second fact to note in the forgiveness
of sins is that forgiveness of sins separates
us from our sins, not only the fleshly sins,
but all the sins in all the categories of sins

-
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above mentioned, temperamental sins, social sins, and sins of neglect.
When we believe and yield our lives to
our Lord something definitely happens
within us. This may instantly break the
power of our sins, but most of us find that
there are often real struggles and we need
to use our'wills. Close fellowship with the
Lord, diligent use of the means of grace,
and prompt obedience to known duty will
give us the victory. But what I beg is that
we face the fact we have just stated that
forgiveness means separation. Study in
this connection the parable of the two servants in the latter part of Matthew 18.
One thing more; forgiveness of sins
does not undo the wrong. This is what
makes it so hard, hard to forgive, hard to
be forgiven, hard to forgive ourselves.
But it does restore to fellowship. See
the story of the younger son in Luke 15.
He was forgiven and restored to fellowship. Yes, we can be restored to fellowship and become coworkers with Him in
the salvation of souls. As a student of revivals and evangelism we have noted how
very often men and women lifted from the
depths of sin have become great soul winners.
Thank God for the forgiveness of sins
with all it includes.
Neshaminy, Pa.

What Will You Do?
Frances R. Haver gal
I could not do without Him!
Jesus is more to me,
Than all the richest, fairest gifts.
Of earth could ever be.
But the more I find Him precious
And the more I find Him true,
The more I long for you to find
What He can do for you.
What will you do without Him?
Is He not kind indeed?
Did He not die to save you?
Is He not all you need?
Do you not want a Saviour?
Do you not want a Friend?
One who will love you
faithfully,
And love you to the end?
You cannot do without Him!
There is no other name
By which you ever can be saved,
No way, no hope, no claim!
Without Him—everlasting
loss
Of love and life and light!
Without Him—everlasting
woe
And everlasting
night.
You need not do without Him,
For He is passing by,
He is waiting to be gracious,
Only waiting for your cry.
He is waiting to receive you—
To make you all His own!
Why will you do without Him?
Arid wander on alone?
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THY WILL BE DONE
J. Henry Allen
N THE hours of trial which come to each
of us, our hearts will be comforted, our
strength be renewed, and the sting of tragedy softened, if we lift our eyes Godward
and say with resignation and hope, "Thy
will, not mine,, be done."
The apostle Matthew, describing the
scene in Gethsemane, says: "And he went a
little farther, and fell on his face, and
prayed, saying, 0 my Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from me: nevertheless not as I will, but as thou wilt." And
again: " 0 my Father, if this cup may not
pass away from me, except I drink it, thy
will be done."
This experience of our Saviour thrills
us. The cup He was about to drink was far
more bitter than any cup we have to drink.
Yet in His agony He said, "Nevertheless
not as I will, but as thou wilt."
"He Suffered Much More for Me."
No matter what our sorrow, suffering,
or temptation, it should comfort and cheer
us to remember that Jesus suffered more.
He suffered without complaint, and was
divinely triumphant. He suffered for all,
for you and me.
.
I once called on a friend in the last
stages of tuberculosis. His form was
emaciated and his cough wracking. Still,
with a radiant smile he said, "I am suffering; but it is nothing compared with what
my Saviour suffered for me."
It was not long before he was with his
Saviour in that land where there is no
more sorrow nor pain.
A great artist has portrayed Christ in
Gethsemane in one of the most striking and
beautiful of pictures. The scene grips the
beholder. As we gaze, we feel to some extent how Jesus was suffering; and at the
same time how He sympathizes with us
when we are suffering. For, "he was in all
points tempted like as we are," yet without
sin," and, "in that he himself hath suffered
being tempted, he is able to succor them
that are tempted."
After the garden, the cross; but after
the cross, the glorious resurrection.
For us there is a personal and intensely
individual lesson in Christ's humanly beseeching prayer in the Garden. In trial
we should be patient and trustful and in
the right attitude toward God, so that we
shall say earnestly and almost spontaneously, "Thy will, not mine, be done." In times
of temptation, we should always look away
from the temptation to the Saviour for the
help He will surely give.
Abraham's
Submission
Who was not greatly impressed in childhood with the story of Abraham and Isaac?
God said unto Abraham: "Take now thy
son, thine only son Isaac, whom thou lovest, and get thee into the land of Moriah;
and offer him there for a burnt-offering

I

upon one of the mountains which I will
tell thee of."
Abraham immediately prepared to carry
out God's command. As he walked with
Isaac up the mountainside, we can imagine
the struggle in his breast. His was a supreme test of obedience to the will of God,
but it was coupled with a sublime faith.
In the depths of his soul he was feeling
what it means to give up voluntarily the
most precious thing in life. By his act he
was saying, "Not my will, but thine, be
done."
And then, as Abraham "streched forth
his hand, and took the knife to slay his
son, the angel of the Lord called unto him
out of heaven, and said, . . . Lay not thine
hand upon the lad . . . .; for now I know
that thou fearest God, seeing thou hast not
withheld thy son, thine only son, from me."
Our Gethsemane
To each one who journeys on life's road
there comes a lonely Gethsemane—the
alienation of friends, the loss of property,
the laying away of a loved one, disease,
the final approach of death. In all of these
we should be in such a frame of mind that
we can from our inmost soul say in the
words of our precious Saviour, "Not as I
will, but as thou wilt."
Man with all his human weakness becomes strong in Christ. Each victory won
makes him more able to win the next. Finally, if he runs the race well with his eye
fixed on the goal, he can exclaim with
Paul, "I can do all things through Christ
which strengtheneth me." This goal can be
reached only when our wills are subservient
to the will of God. Then, and onlv then,
can we truly say, "Not my will, but thine,
be done."—Moody Monthly.

» *:»^ <

Praying Through
/ . H. Byer
T is said we should ask God for anything
but once. Then if we believe, it will
Icome
to pass. Others say after we have
prayed a number of times we should quit
and trust the Lord to work it out according to His will. Either way pleases Satan
very well. There may be truth to a certain
extent in both. It is a trick of the enemy
to mix truth with error.
Pray without ceasing, says the Word.
The man who lacked bread continued asking, seeking and knocking. His importunity got the bread he needed. The continual
coming of the widow to the godless judge
got for her that which she desired. "And
shall not God avenge his own elect which
cry day and night unto him; though he
bear long with t h e m ? "
Jesus prayed all night on the mountains
and in the desert. How many of us do that
even in our homes by our firesides? Not
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only once, but three times Jesus prayed in
the Garden, so fervently that His sweat became as great drops of blood falling down
to the ground.
The saints prayed all night at Mary's
house when Peter was in prison. They
were surprised and filled with joy when
Peter stood at the door. Paul prayed every day and night exceedingly for the
church at Thessalonica. They were gloriously saved. They had not backslidden.
He prayed that, that which was lacking in
their faith might be perfected. They needed to be wholly sanctified.
Can a sinner be prayed into the kingdom? Yes, we believe he can. But does
he not have his own free will ? Undoubtedly. But God convicts a sinner by the Holy
Ghost every time an earnest prayer is made
definitely for him. This, as it continues,
causes him to turn to God, not against his
will, but he becomes willing.
George
Mueller—the greatest example of what
prayer can do even in modern times—
prayed forty long years for one man, and
he was at last saved. The writer was once
called upon to break a lot of real large
rocks. A heavy sledge was used. A likely
spot was selected. A heavy blow struck.
Only a mark was usually made by the first
blow. But it was a mark. Blow after blow
was struck in this mark. It would have
been easy to grow discouraged and quit.
Though it was hard work, yet by perseverance the rock broke. This illustrates how
our prayers centered on a definite person
or thing will win, if we do not cease.
The father of J. Hudson Taylor—the
great missionary to China—prayed that
God would give him a son to take up the
work he could not do. He saw the need in
China. They said nothing to the son of
this. Hudson had no religious inclinations
as a boy. The burden for the son became
very heavy on the mother's heart. She went
80 miles away from home. There she
went into an upper room and turned the
key. She felt this time of leisure away
from home would give her time to pray
through for her boy. She prayed from
morning till mid afternoon. Hour after
hour she had held on to God till she could
pray no longer. Her petitions were turned
to praise. The Spirit taught her that her
petition was already granted. This same
afternoon her son had picked up a tract
which he intended to only glance at, then
throw it away. But God caused it to grip
him. He fell on his knees and gave himself to God, accepted his Saviour and began praising him for evermore. As his
mother returned two weeks later he ran to
tell her the joyful news. She said, "Son,
I knew it two weeks ago." This account
was taken from a book regarding his life.
However, it was the privilege of the writer
to meet and converse with his grandson
who said the above account is correct. How
encouraging to know that God still hears
and answers earnest prevailing prayer!
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Walter and Sadie Reighard.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., Chicago, 111.,
Sarah Bert, Supt. Emeritus; C. J. Carlson,
Supt. and Pastor, Avas Carlson, Harriet
Gough, Alice K. Albright.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio,
W. H. and Susie Boyer, Eva Dick, Angelint
Cox.
"God's Love Mission," 1524 Third Ave., Detroit,
Mich., William and Willa .Lewis, J anna
Goins, Elinor Poley.
Home Address: 2033 Hazel St.
Messiah Light House Chapel, 1175 Bailey St.,
Harrisburg, Pa., Joel and Faithe Carlson,
Anna Wolgemuth, Anna Mary Royer. Phone:
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Crider, Sarah Brubaker.
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Plum, R u t h Bowers.
Home Address: 311 Scott St.
Welland Mission: 36 Elizabeth Street, Welland,
Ont., Can., Tel. 3192, Edward and Emma
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Elwood C. and Ethel Flewelling, Elizabeth
Brubaker.
Gladwin, Michigan:
Mt. Carmel, Charles and Myrtle Nye, Lucy
Gibbony.
Oak Grove, Melvin Stauffer.
Houghton Mission, Tillsonburg, Ont., Can.,
R. D., Idellus Sider and Annie Winger.
Kentucky, Albert H. Engle, Supt.
Pairview, Ella, Ky., Emma Rosenberger.
Garlin, Albert and Marjie Engle, lmogene
Snider, Mildred Hann.
Home Evangel, Knifley, Ky., Harold and
Alice Wolgemuth, Ruby Clapper.
North Star Mission, Meath Park Station,
Sask., Can., Albert
and Geneva Cober, Lewis
Institutions
and Gladys
Messiah
Home, Sider.
2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg,
Stowe
Pa., O.
John
A. andSteward
Emma
Pa., Mission,
Eld. and Stowe,
Sr. lrvin
Musser,
L. Climenhaga,
Rosa Eyster.
and
Matron.
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Bro. Clarence
W. Herr, Steward, and Sr. Susan Herr,
Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illionis, Supt.
and Matron Bro. and Sr. Paul Book;'Helper
Sr. Amelia Brubaker.
Beulah College, Upland, California.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas, Oklahoma.
Messiah Bible College, Grantham, Pa.
Ontario Bible College, Fort Erie North. Ont.

Special Announcements
Love Feasts
Pennsylvania
A love feast will be held in the Free Grace
Church, near Millersburg, Pa., on May 15 and
16, beginning on Saturday afternoon a t 1:30. A
hearty invitation is extended to all, and a special invitation to ministering brethren in other
districts. Come and enjoy the feast with us.
Jacob W. Keefer.
Fairland
Silverdale
'.
Mechanicsburg, Pa

May 1, 2
May 15, 16
May 29-30

The s p r i n g lovefeast of t h e Donegal Dist r i c t will be held in t h e E l i z a b e t h t o w n
Church, May 27 and 28, b e g i n n i n g a t 1 p. m.
A special invitation is extended to t h o s e
coming to Conference to come several days
e a r l i e r a n d enjoy fellowship w i t h us d u r i n g
this service.
W e will be e x p e c t i n g you.
' — I s a i a h E. B a s h o r e , Cor.
Ohio and Kentucky
Dayton District:
Fairview—Saturday and Sunday
May 1, 2
Miami District:
Highland—Saturday and Sunday....May 29, 30
Richland-Ashland District:
Chestnut Grove—Spring Communion Service, Saturday and Sunday
April 24, 25
Stark District:
Valley Chapel—Saturday and Sunday
May 8, 9
Wayne District:
Sippo Valley—Saturday and Sunday
May 29, 30
Kentucky Mission District:
Evangel Chapel—Saturday afternoon and
night
May 15
Beulah Chapel — Saturday afternoon and
night
April 24
A cordial invitation is extended to all to attend these services.

THE SEVENTY-THIRD ANNUAL GENERAL
CONFERENCE OF THE BRETHREN
IN CHRIST CHURCH
will convene ai the
Central Manor Camp Meeting Grounds,
Near Mountville, Pa.
JUNE 2, 1943
All District Secretaries should forward
at once names of delegates, and matters
of a local nature which need confirmation, such as election of trustees and
choice of non-resident overseers.
Reports of Committees and other matter which should appear in General Conference program must be in the hands of
Conference Secretary not later than
May 1.
ORVILLE B. ULERY
Conference Secretary
1325 Maiden Lane
Springfield, Ohio

A Friend
/ made a friend just
yesterday,
But then one never knows
How trusty is a friendship
Till the north wind blows.
I made a Friend long years ago,
And aye His friendship
grows.
For He never, never fails me
When the north wind blows.
—UNKNOWN
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SPECIAL NOTICE

News of Church Activity
Canada
TO THE READERS OF THE EVANGELICAL VISITOR
Greeting. It is always interesting to me
to read the reports of other districts, especially when they report victory and progress. I was very much interested in the report that Bro. W. J. Myers sent in some
time ago about the progress of the church
at Sippo Valley. In this article I shall try
to give a brief report of the Waterloo district.
This district has two congregations, one
in Huron County, known as Maple Grove.
Bro. Jacob Reichard is the minister at this
place. The other congregation is at Rosebank, Waterloo County, nine miles from
Kitchener. Bro. Simon Cober and the writer were the ministers of this congregation;
however, Bro. Cober died in August and I
have been alone since then. But we expect
Bro. Percy Cassel to move into the district
very soon to help in the ministry. Bro. Irvine Cober is the deacon. Since our Bishop
John Reichard died, this district has been
under the supervision of Bishop E. J.
Swalm.
I have been told that at one. time the
Waterloo district was the largest congregation in Ontario. However, a number of the
old people died, others moved to other districts, and when we came here in 1931 the
attendance at Rosebank was 15. But I am
glad to report that our attendance has been
gradually growing, and last Sunday there
were 35 in Sunday School. When Bro. Cassel comes there will be five more added to
the congregation. Hence we see the work
is encouraging.
Because of drifted roads we did not have
services for a while this winter, but since
spring has come, we have started our services again. We have preaching every Sunday morning, and every other Sunday evening. Every two weeks we have a Young
People's Meeting on Sunday evening. Usually we have two Love Feasts and two
Bible Conferences each year, one in the
spring and one in the fall. The Lord willing, we expect to have a tent meeting in
June. Elder John Rosenberry is to be the
evangelist. Let us pray for these meetings.
In addition to the meetings mentioned
above we entertain Ontario Joint Council
once in five years. And in 1886 General
Conference was held in the Waterloo district, at the home of Bro. John Wildfong.
Yours in Jesus' name—P. J. Wiebe.

California
UPLAND, CALIFORNIA—Bible Conference—A time of fellowship and of rich
feasting was enjoyed during this Conference held February 12-14, the general theme
being "Victorious Living." The different
sessions centered on various phases of the
subject, such as "The Price of Victory,"
"The Acceptance of Victory," and "The
Results of Victorious Living." We were
told how victory is provided in the plan and
purpose of God, how to receive and maintain it and how it will work out in our lives.
Bish. E. J. Swalm was the guest speaker
for this Conference and his messages were

full of inspiration and good strong meat
for the soul. Other messages by local
brethren were equally filled with truth. Saturday afternoon was devoted to Missions.
Several of our returned missionaries joined
in a symposium, "Victorious Living on the
Firing Line," and Sr. Esther Buckwalter
spoke on "The Joy of Sacrifice." Sunday
afternoon was Young People's session when
a challenging message was delivered by
Rev. Dennis, Baptist Church Pastor from
Ontario.
Business Meetings—During Bish. Swalm's
stay with us a Referendum was held which
resulted in Bish. Wagaman's being retained
as Bishop of the Pacific Coast District for
another five years.
On Friday evening, March 12, the second
Annual Meeting of the Sunday School
Workers' Alumni was held in the church
basement. A time of social fellowship was
enjoyed during the evening meal after
which the business of the organization was
quickly taken care of by the president, Ernest Frey. An interesting program followed,
the high-light of which was a talk on "Child
Evangelism" by Rev. Brace, pastor of the
Community Church of San Gabriel, California. The picture he presented of the unchurched millions in America should arouse
every one who lo\es the Lord to give his
best to the great task of soul winning. The
Home has failed, the Schools have failed,
the Sundr.y School must fill the gap and
reach the children early in life. With the
age of accountability as early as three or
four years in some children and the age of
thirteen the peak of conversion, no time
dare be lost in making the way of salvation
plain, and urging their acceptance of Christ
as their personal Saviour.
State Sunday School Convention met at
the Upland Church, March 14. The theme
of the Convention was The Bible. Mr. Tom
Olson, tract distributor and Gospel Worker,
was the visiting speaker in the afternoon
session; his subject, "Scripture Memorization for Personal Evangelism." Each session provided food for thought and action in
relation to Sunday School work.
Spring Revival will be held March 31 to
April 11 with Bro. Wm. Hoke bringing
God's messages to us. We crave the prayers of God's people for an outpouring of
His Spirit upon us in old time power.—
Edna M. Harman, Cor.

Florida
ORLANDO—Dear readers—In the words
of Jesus we find our promise of eternal life
—"I am the resurrection and the life; he that
believeth on me, though he were dead, yet
shall he live," John 11:25. In these days of
turmoil and unrest we praise God for those
who have found this new life in Christ Jesus.
It was a happy privilege during the time
from January 3 to 17 to have the Rev. and
Mrs. J. A. Climenhaga with us for a series
of special meetings. The inspiration and
blessing received will long linger in our
hearts. Although the visible results were
not so great, still many felt a deepening in
their spiritual life. Our burning desire is
that souls may be saved. Continue to pray
for the work here.—Your fellow-workers,
Amos and Alice Buckwalter.

Due to the high cost of materials at the
time the Orlando church was built, there
was a high indebtedness left on the building. This has gradually been reduced until
shortly after last conference the deficit
stood at a little over $754. At the present
time the Home Mission Board is holding the
mortgage and it is our wish as well as
theirs that this be cleared. Our small congregation and membership here has, since
last conference, raised $80. This includes
ten dollars sent from California toward this
fund. We feel sure that there are many
who would like to help us to have a clean
slate by conference. We do need your
prayers and support. "If you can't give,
pray." Send your contributions to Home
Mission Board for the Orlando Church Debt
or to A. H. Buckwalter, 1712 Cook St., Orlando, Fla. God bless you.—Amos and Alice
Buckwalter.

Kentucky
DEAR VISITOR READERS: People are
often offended by some one entering their
room or private office without knocking upon the door. Such an act is considered very
bad manners, yet many people seem to expect Jesus to literally force his way into
their hearts when they are not ready to receive Him.
Jesus is an all-wise Saviour who knows
the thoughts and intentions of our hearts.
Consequently, He never enters a person's
heart and life until that person is willing
and ready to receive Him. Listen to the
still small voice in Rev. 3:20, "Behold I
stand at the door and knock, If any man
hear my voice, and open the door, I will
come in to him, and will sup with him, and
he with me." There is a condition in the
words, ' I f any man OPEN THE DOOR, I
will come in."
But Satan is always on the alert, and he
whispers many lies to deceive people. For
instance, he tells the sinner that he must
live a perfect life before coming to Christ
for salvation. Satan is glad to hide the
cross from view and to keep an individual
from accepting the all-sufficient righteousness of Christ. Will you listen TODAY for
the still small, voice of the Master and open
the door of your heart to Him?—By Mrs.
Mary Lee Rice, Route 3, Lancaster, Ky.

1 • ifc i

Ohio
REVIVAL AT HIGHLAND CHURCH—
"In answer to prayer."—Our meeting was
announced to begin January 31 D. V., and
according to the plan Bro. H. W. Landis of
Des Moines, Iowa came on that date filled
with the Holy Ghost and power to begin
this special meeting. The weather continued fair enough for the meetings to continue each night for three weeks. We set
aside some time each day for special prayer. Also preceding each weekday meeting
we had prayer service.
Thanks be unto God who giveth us the
victory through our Lord Jesus Christ—
"God came down." Conviction fell on believers and sinners. Many prayed through
to real definite victory while others were
reclaimed. There were a number who received the baptism of the Holy Ghost.
Glory to God in the Highest! Many times
the shouts of victory resounded through
the Church as different ones struck oil—
received the Holy Ghost. Also the saints
responded with shouts of victory with the
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ones who found God. This was a very outstanding service since there were three
evenings one week when there was no time
for preaching, as seekers came to the altar
during or at the close of testimony service.
Our evangelist was bold to declare the
Word of God—stressing in particular prevailing prayer and believing faith as necessary prerequisites for "God to come down."
Our ranks were strengthened, definitely for
the battle against sin.
—E. J. Rohrer, Pastor.

value of prayer, pray for us that we may
be found always doing our best and be kept
faithful? Because this indeed is a need^
field. We desire to see many saved in this
community.—Bro. and Sr, Cyrus Landis.

ers; one sister; and a number of relatives.
Funeral services were held Saturday, March
6, at the Bossert home in Buffalo and at the
Wainfleet Church in Canada. The large crowd
at the church showed the sympathy of many
on such a cold stormy day. Services were conducted by Bish. Bert Sherk and Bish. L.
Shoalts. Text, Psalms 119:9. Burial in Zion
cemetery.
HAAOrEN—Bro. George C. Haagen was born
in Center County, Pennsylvania, December 25,
1882 and went to be with his Lord on Wednesday, February 24, 1943, at the age of 60 years,
1 month and 29 days.
Bro. Haagen had charge of the work at the
Lancaster Mission from March 1917 to August 1921.
He was united in marriage to Sr. Ada M.
Hess on September 25, 1913. To this union were
born five children, one who died in infancy.
Beside his wife he is survived by the following children: Rev. Paul C, of Pittsburgh,
Pa.; C. Hess of Iowa City, Iowa, Anna Mae
and Betty Jane at home; a brother Ira, Nittany, Pa. and two sisters, Mrs. Stewart Hannon, Mill Hall, Pa. and Mrs. Adolph Krokenberger, Paulsboro, N. J.
Services were held from the late home Saturday, February 27, 1943 at 2:30 P. M. conducted by Rev. Raymond S. Jarrett and 3:30
P. M. at the Millersville Mennonite Church.
Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Sr. presided and Rev.
Joel McGarvey, of the Christian and Missionary Alliance Church, used as his text Rev.
7:17 "And God shall wipe away all tears from
their eyes." Interment in the adjoining cemetery.

Pennsylvania
LLEWELLYN MISSION REPORT —
Psalms 107-1. "O give thanks unto the
Lord for he is good, for his mercy endureth forever." Surely we have many reasons
to give thanks unto the Lord, for He has
been good to us here at our Mission.
We are very sorry that we are late with
our report. There seem so many tasks and
duties to attend to each day. We also had
sickness in our home, therefore time has
slipped around so swiftly, and we neglected
to send our report. Nevertheless, God has
been good to us, and we feel we must report, even if it is late.
We had a very impressive Christmas program in the mission. The church was well
filled with people at this service.
Our Revival started January 3 and continued until January 24 with Bro. Paul
Goodling of Mifflintown, Penna., as our
Evangelist. Bro. Goodling came filled with
the Spirit and a burden for the lost of the
earth. He brought soul-thrilling messages
each night for 3 weeks. We could feel that
conviction was resting heavily on many individuals, but it seems we have come to a
time when Satan has the people bound so
firmly that they cannot cut loose and give
up their sin. We did not see the results
we should have liked to have seen, but we
feel the seed has been sown and God will
bring the harvest in his own time. There
were 3 hands raised for prayer but as we
are working in a very hard field and the
Brethren in Christ Church is new at this
place, we feel we have laid a solid foundation through our revival. May God richly
bless Bro. Goodling as he goes to other
fields of labor. We surely enjoyed the fellowship we had while he was in our home.
Our attendance at the services seems to
be a little more discouraging then when we
first started services. This is indeed a hard
place to work. In our small village there
are 5 places to get liquor and strong drink,
open Sunday as well as during the week.
Many men spend their time there and their
wives cannot so much as come to Church.
But we are trusting God to cause something to come over this village to make
people stop and think. We intend to keep
true and faithful to God and continue to let
our light shine through our lives, because
we find that we are being watched. We
want our lives to speak louder than our
words.
We feel we are leaving impressions as we
go from day to day. I was in a store one
evening, the lady told me we should have
a truck instead of a car, the way "we haul
and do for other people. She said she
doesn't see other people do it. Also the
other Sunday when we had the lesson on
Feet Washing, I was explaining to my
Sunday School class how we wash feet when
one little girl said, "Why do you do everything the Bible tells you t o ? " So we feel
as our Doctrine is new here we are slowly
leaving impressions and the people are beginning to see our teaching is Scriptural.
Will each one who knows the worth and

_

MANOR REVIVAL—Our revival services
opened February 28th and continued till
March 14th with Eld. Jesse W. Hoover in
charge.
Bro. Hoover delivered very inspiring and
heart searching messages. These messages
revived and brought inspiration to the believers. God's presence was felt and several knelt at the altar of prayer. We feel
sure there were those who should have answered God's call who did not. May the
Lord bless the seed sown that it may yet
bring forth much fruit.
The weather was fair and the meetings
were well attended.
Of special interest were Bro. Hoover's
pre-sermon talks on his experience in Relief Work in France. May God bless Bro.
Hoover as he labors for the Lord.—Anna
M. Heisey, Cor.
SOUDERTON REVIVAL—Our revival
services opened February 21 and continued
until March 14, with Bro. Marshall Winger
as our evangelist. Bro. Winger came filled
with the Holy Spirit, and brought forth the
true Gospel each night.
There were seventy-three who knelt at
the altar of prayer. Believers were sanctified, and some sought the Lord for the
first time. The last evening there was a
family of seven who knelt at the altar of
prayer for the first time, and they were
rejoicing in the Lord.
The Holy Spirit was felt by all who attended these services. The meetings were
quite well attended throughout the three
weeks.
May we pray for Bro. Winger as he goes
to other fields of labor that God may richly
bless him. May we all be faithful until
Jesus comes.—Wilmer D. Garis, Cor.

— M A R R I A G ES —
FISH-CARVES,—Charles Fish, son of Mrs.
Fish and the late Mr. Nelson Fish of Colborne,
Ont., and Rosenna, daughter of David and Sr.
Ruth (Ruegg) Carver of Stevensville, Ont.,
were united in marriage on Saturday, March
20, 1943 at the home of the officiating minister,
Bish. Bert Sherk. May they choose the Lord as
their Guide through life.
HOOTER-IAHDIS—On March 2, 1943, at
the Gospel Temple Church, Des Moines, la..
Elder Ira J. Hoover, son of Bro. and Sr.
Avery Hoover, of near Detroit, Kansas and Sr.
Katherine Ruth Landis, daughter of Eld. and
Sr. H. W. Landis of Des Moines, Iowa, were
united in the holy bonds of wedlock. The
bride's father was the officiating minister.
May the Lord's richest blessings accompany
them through life.

— O B I T U A R I ES —
BAER—Mrs. Cylinda Baer passed away at
her late residence March 15 in her 76th year.
She was united in marriage to Albert Baer on
the 19th day of August, 1897, who predeceased
her on November 10, 1934. To this union were
born eight children: Mrs, Ervin Bailey of
Ridgeway, Lillian of Port Colborne, Mrs. Cecil
Cullen of Gormley, Ella of Buffalo, Clarence of
Gas Line, Grant of Sherkston, and May and
Raymond at home. Seven grandchildren also
survive.
Funeral services were held March 18 at her
late residence, thence to Grace United Brethren Church, Sherkston. Elder Win. Charlton officiated. Interment at Beach's cemetery.
BOSSERT—Clarence William Bossert born
August 9, 1917, died March 3, 1943, aged 25
years, 6 months, and 23 days. He leaves to
mourn their loss, his wife, Evelyn Winger
Bossert; three daughters; his father and mother. Eld. Earl and Myrtle Bossert; four broth-

Peace Section Notes
(Continued from page 114)
government to advocate shifting of labor to
agriculture and placing such labor in a deferred class. Anyone of draft age now engaged in what is considered non-essential
work by his local board can anticipate being
drafted as soon as his order number is
reached. Dependency is being eliminated as
a basis for deferment.
It should be clear that for a person in
non-essential labor to enter some phase of
food production activity is quite agreeable
to the government and is in fact considered
a patriotic thing to do.

* * * *
On Releases from Camp
With the opening of spring work on farms
numerous inquiries are made as to the possibilities of securing releases for boys now
in C.P.S. camps. There is no disposition on
the part of the government to release boys
for return to their farms on any basis different from that in practice heretofore. This
means that unless a death or serious illness
of a farm hand has occurred at home there
is no valid reason for discharge. The people
in home communities are urged not to press
a case for discharge unless the above conditions prevail. Any procedure for release
should begin by securing the consent of the
local board to reclassify the campee.
i
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There is nothing which shows our
ignorance so much as impatience under
trouble. We forget that every cross is a
message from God, and intended to do us
good in the end. Trials are intended to
make us think,—to wean us from the
world,—to send us to the Bible,—to drive
us to our knees. Health is a good thing;
but sickness is far better, if it leads us to
God. Prosperity is a great mercy; but
adversity is a greater one, if it brings us
to Christ. Anything, anything is better
than living in carelessness, and dying in
sin. Better a thousand times be afflicted,
like the Canaanitish mother, and like
her flee to Christ, than live at ease, like
the rich "Fool," and die at last without
Christ and without hope.—J. C. Ryle.
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THE OFFENCE OF THE CROSS
Samuel Chadwick
HE offence of the Cross is always with
us. It was an offence to our Lord's
own disciples, even when it was He that
preached it. There is good reason to believe that it was not without difficulties to
our Lord. The set face was not set without
reason. The soliloquy in the presence of
the Greeks reveals a mind in conflict. Their
coming greatly moved Him. He saw in
them the first fruits of His inheritance of
the Gentiles, and He saw also in them the
severest test of the Kingdom of the Cross.
He rejoiced in that hour, and in that hour
His soul was troubled. What should He
say? He could not, and would not, shirk
the Cross. It was inevitable. Death is the
universal law of life. The seed must die
if it would bring forth fruit. Every man
must lose his life if he would find it.
Should He pray that He might be spared?
Death was inevitable if He would save the
world. The manner of His dying He would
leave to the wisdom and love of His Father. That is the meaning of His prayer. It
is as if He had said, "Father, never mind
Me, do according to Thy good pleasure.
Glorify Thy Name." It is the • greatest
prayer put into human speech, and the
crowning triumph of Faith. The conflict
and the conquest centered in the Cross.
Calvary staggered His followers. It killed
their hope. "We had hoped," sighed the
bewildered disciples on the way to Emmaus. The Risen Lord restored their faith
by interpreting the Cross, and by showing
by "many infallible proofs" that He was
indeed risen from the dead. The Cross
became the Gospel to them that believed,
but wherever Jesus was preached, the
Cross was a difficulty and an offence. It
was foolishness to the Greek and a stumbling-block to the Jew, and the word of
the Cross is still foolishness and a stone
of stumbling.

T

It Is Foolishness To Them That
Are Perishing
The Cross is the gospel for a perishing
world. That is a central fact that is essential to the gospel. If the Scriptures are
wrong in their interpretation and estimate
of sin, then there is nothing they have to
teach that really matters. They interpret
the Cross in relation to sin. The soul that
sins dies. Death is not so much a penalty
as an issue. It is automatic, immediate,
inevitable. Christ died for our sins and
if He died for sin He died the death that
sin involved. If sin did involve His death
that we might be redeemed, then the Cross
is a tragedy and a blasphemy, and of all
men the Christian is most pitiably deceived. The Cross is God's remedy for
sin. It has no meaning for any but sinners. The perishing make a mock of sin,
and for that reason they despise the Cross.
The Cross is God's witness that He is

not willing that any should perish. He
gave His Son to be the Saviour of the
world, "that whosoever believeth in Him
should not perish." The Son of Man was
"lifted u p " that men might be saved. In
spite of all that God has done, or can do,
some will choose to perish. To them the
Cross is moonshine madness, a stupid superstition, a foolish and ignorant blasm T T T T T T T T T T T T l

Saved
/ . A. Reichard
Nearer to Thee, Lord Jesus,
I would be drawn each day;
Just to receive Thy blessing,
Guidance along life's way.
Filled with the Spirit so holy,
Loving and true and kind,
Always in touch with the Master,
Seeking to know His mind.
Father, we thank Thee for Jesus,
And salvation which He has brought,
Giving His life for our ransom—
With His own blood we've been bought.
Born from above, we're His children,
Hearts are created anew;
Changed our desires and our motives,
The will of our Master to do.
Thank Thee for Thy Holy Spirit
Which Thou hast sent down
from
Heaven,
That He should be with us, and in us.
And to us His power is given
That we should be able to witness
For Jesus who saved us from sin,
Tell others of His loving kindness,
Urge them the new life to begin.
Then when the Master returneth
To gather His own to His side,
We'll praise and adore Him forever,
There with Him e'er to abide.
There all our trials are over,
No sorrow, nor tears, nor decay.
He'll lead us from glory to glory.
Through all that eternal day.
Gorrie, Ontario

phemy. "For the word of the Cross is to
them that are perishing foolishness."
The Offence To The Cultured Greek
To the sensitive mind of the cultured
Greek the Cross is repulsive. It shocks
his taste, offends his logic, and outrages
his philosophy. The faith of a Greek in
the Gospel with a cross for its sign was,
and is, indeed a miracle of grace. To the
preacher to the Greeks it was a constant
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difficulty. Paul felt it. At Athens he
reasoned about the philosophy of religion,
"but when he came to Corinth he "determined not to know anything among you,
save Jesus . Christ, and Him crucified."
Athens is the popular school of modern
theology. Those whose quest is the "wisdom of the wise" still find the Cross an
offence.
They disdain its gospel, and
speak mockingly of it as the religion of the
shambles. They cannot believe that God
has declared the wisdom of the world to be
foolishness, and they cannot understand
how anything can be hidden from them.
To the wisdom of this world the Cross is
nothing but folly. It cuts clean across all
its canons of taste, justice, and reason.
There is no philosophy of the Cross that
can make it acceptable to the wisdom of
this world. Paul knew that. He never
rested its claim upon its philosophy, but
always upon its power.
The trouble with the Church is that it
has an abundance of philosophers and a
scarcity of apostles, pastors, and evangelists. There never were so many wise men
who gloried in their wisaom. They have
done much to destroy the faith of many
in the Gospel that is the power of God unto salvation. It is said that in Methodism
two gospels are being preached. There is
only one gospel, and it is the gospel of the
Cross. The Apostle Paul said there was
no other, and if angel or man preach any
other, let him be anathema. It is said
that there are preachers who deny that
Christ died for sinners, or that His death
is in any way necessary for salvation. They
avoid hymns that speak of His death as an
atonement for sin, and they do not appeal
to sinners to avail themselves of the sacrifice of the Cross, but to take the side of
Jesus to range themselves along with Jesus, to trust themselves to the love of God
as Jesus Himself did. The thinking of
these wise people errs for lack of depth
and perspective. They think in blinkers,
and forget the Godward side of Calvary.
The Stumbling Block To The Jew
The Cross was a greater difficulty to the
Jew than to the Greek. It was an offence
to the sensitized mind of the Greek, but to
the Jew it outraged his religious pride and
his Messianic hope. The Greek sought for
truth; the Jew looked for a kingdom. It
made them angry when Pilate wrote on
the Cross that Jesus was the King of the
Jews. In their indignation they swore allegiance to a foreign potentate. They preferred Barrabas to Jesus, and a Caesar to
the Messiah. They hated Jesus, but even
if they had loved Him it would have
seemed impossible to believe in a crucified
Messiah. They cursed the Cross. It is
small wonder that Jewish Christians sought
to evade the Cross. They saw in it the
end of the temple and all its Mosaic order.
What would become of the priesthood, if
neither priest nor sacrifice were necessary?
They were as concerned for the king-
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dom as for the temple. It was folly to
seek to establish a kingdom with a Cross
for its symbol, and it would never come if
regeneration were the only way to reconstruction.
Men identify the Kingdom
with law and circumstance.
They want
the short cut to the millennium, and the
Cross is off the track. Human nature does
not need a change, but a chance! Give it
a chance! It does not ask for a redeemer.
It is its own saviour. All it needs to do is
to take a good look at itself and say with
Nehemiah, "Such an one as I." Every
man's salvation lies deep down in the sublimal depths of his own personality. Try
psycho-suggestion! Instead of a gospel
that tells a man he must depend upon the
death of Another, tell him to buck up and
have a talk with God, that is, his innerself, on equal terms. Did not Nietzsche
say that the Cross was a gospel fit only
for "poor devils"? The superman needs
no Cross, and the Kingdom of Heaven
does not come by way of Calvary. The
Cross! The Cross of Christ! The gospel that Christ died in the place of sinners!
The Power of God To Them
That Believe
The answer to all this would require a
volume and yet it can be put into a few
sentences.
The first thing to be said is that there is
no interpretation of the Cross of Christ,
but, "according to the Scriptures," and
their interpretation is that Christ died for
our sins.
The second is that if there is no doctrine of substitution in the death of Christ,
there is no meaning in words, and the New
Testament can no longer be the infallible
guide and standard of Christian truth.
The third is that the gospel of the Cross
saves sinners. The religion of Christ is
not a cult. Its fellowship is not a mystery society. The fact never to be forgotten is that the gospel of the Cross is a
gospel of redemption. It is for sinners.
Jesus did not come to call the righteous.
He came to seek and save that which was
lost. The gospel of the Cross saves sinners. I have preached it for more than
forty years. It has been my privilege to
see all sorts of sinners come to Jesus.
There is power in the Cross. I have knelt
by the side of despairing men and women
who could find no potential salvation in
themselves, but the gospel of the Cross
gave them peace and deliverance and joy.
It all came with the realization of faith
that Christ died for Me. "He loved Me;
He gave himself for Me."
Bearing shame and scoffing rude,
In MY place condemned HE stood,
Sealed MY pardon with HIS blood,
Hallelujah!
What a Saviour!
"God forbid that I should glory save in
the Cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by
whom the world is crucified unto me, and
I unto the world."—Selected.
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SET FOR D E F E N S E
C. R. Heisey
IFE'S experiences and knowledge of circumstances elsewhere in the world,
bring to our hearts appreciation for the
country in which we live, under whose flag
the common man enjoys a standard of living superior to any nation under the canopy of heaven. We are sympathetic with our
fellowmen in lands where life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness, are under the
crushing heel of demoniacal hate. We
tremble as we contemplate arising situations which jeopardize our rights as free
men before God and other men. We would
see them safeguarded, and keenly feel our
responsibility to align ourselves as defenders.

L

But, we would be advised of adequate
means of security, by the example of nations, the hearts of whose nationals beat
similar to our own, when their flags were
unfurled, and for the defense of which
bread, butter, and beans were sacrificed,
for billions expended in bullets, bombs
and battlements, seemingly without avail.
We see their countries invaded, their cities
and homes devastated, their wives and children innocent victims of starvation and the
terrors of destruction. There must have
been something highly inadequate in their
elaborate defense, for all are suffering
in a similar manner, the "successful" nations not excluded, and God only knows
the depths of misery the winter will reveal.
We see our own Stars and Stripes waving in the breeze, over the piling up of
"the sword," even as did these other countries. We catch a gleam of bristling bayonets among bustling barracks housing the
flower of America's future—her boys. We
hear sounding through the aisles of the
centuries the voice of Him who said, "They
that live by the sword shall perish with the
sword." We see this truth personified
across the sea. We wonder! We tremble!
We would seek the weakness in their defense and profit thereby.
The defeat of France lay not in the fact
that she had no mighty Maginot Line, nor
mountains of munitions, but rather in the
deficiency of the manhood of her fighting
men. We are told that alcoholic liquors
were daily rationed to the French and
British soldiers, and that free drinks were
continually provided by the neighborhood.
Facts revealed by the French authorities
are proving that the Fifth Column which
defeated proud France was alcohol. The
Los Angeles Times of Aug. 24, 1940,
states that, now that they are under Hitler
partial prohibition has been decreed
throughout the nation. No liquor with over
16% alcohol can be sold, and that, only
three days per week. All advertising of
liquor has been outlawed. The reason

Phil. 1:17
given—"To end a disastrous era of
alcoholism among French soldiers, which
left them unfit to face the German blitzkreig. . . Military authorities blamed widespread intoxication for much of the moral
collapse of the soldiers. . . Drinking produced nervous disorders and shell-shock
when the forces finally came against Nazi
mechanized armies."
We remember that "wine, women and
song" are always companions in dissolution. We read that Petain, himself, is reported to have said, that the collapse of
France could be traced to her traditional
enjoyment of life. Two hours of leisure at
noon was law, up to the time of invasion.
The French language is the richest (or
rottenest) in expressing coarsest details of
vice and immorality. Her literature is
luridly lewd. Isaiah would say, "Ah, sinful nation, people laden with iniquity, a
seed of evil doers, children that are corrupters. They have forsaken the Lord.
They have provoked the Holy One to
anger; they are gone away backward. . .
Ye shall be devoured with the sword."
How much better is the record of departure from the path of rectitude of the
other countries? Of England, a Christian
Japanese friend said, that even with his
wife present he was openly solicited to vice
more times than once on the streets of
London in ways that he never experienced
during months in large cities of America.
Of' the other nations the record is better
not written. We are led to believe that the
real manager of Italy is not Mussolini, but
his mistress, Theckla, a German "siren" in
the pay of Hitler. A Belgian news correspondent fears that history will reveal
the real determiner of the destiny of his
nation to be, not Leopold but one Fraulein Netta Shebler, sent from Berlin to become mistress of Belgium's King. We hope
this is not true. We are told that the real
cause of the collapse of Austria was a
blonde baroness from Berlin. We cannot
feel sympathetic for King Carol and his
Madam fleeing from stricken Roumania.
The longer, the more lecherous, become
the letters describing the lives of the leaders in these lands.
It is evident that the weakness in the
protective forces of these nations was the
virus of sin eating into the vitals of their
defenders. Hence we are set for defense of
the Gospel, the only known security
against the ravages of sin in any land.
Herein lies the defeat, the vulnerability and
collapse of nations who fall. Dr. Gould
Wickey says, "Russia annihilated the
Church; Germany subjugated it; Italy subordinated it." May we add, France ignored
it while many of the other countries polluted and perverted its message. We know
that a church under the rule of the "vice-
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regent" of God dominates numbers of these
suffering states. We hear of a dead Church
in Hcflland and that many of the English
clergy smoke. We do not wonder if the
message they preach is not a cleansing
force, if it is ineffective in vitalizing their
own lives.
Let us observe and be advsed that the
world is long on defenders but short on
defense. Billions for bullets but Berlin
burns in spite of "big berthas." There is
every evidence that in these lands the Gospel has been left out of their budget. Hence
in protecting our homes may we not bs
guilty of like folly. I am set for the Gospel's defense because of what it is, because
of what it does as judged by what has been
done, and because of the urgency of the
case demanding that something be done.
The Gospel is the good news of God's relationship with the affairs of men. If this
is well all is well. Azariah said to King
Asa (II Chr. 15:2, 3, 4, 1 5 ) : "The LORD
is with you, while ye be with him; and if
ye seek him, he will be found of you; but
if ye forsake him, he will forsake you.
Now for a long season Israel hath been
without the true God, and without a teaching priest, and without law. But when they
in their trouble did turn to the LORD God
of Israel, and sought him, he. was found
of them. . . For they had sworn with all
their heart, and sought him with their
whole desire; and he was found of them:
and the LORD gave the rest round
about." He became their shield and defender—their rock of defense.
When man's relationship with God is
improper nothing is well. In Israel we read
of a prosperous nation, "They have forsaken the Lord God . . . provoked the Holy
One to anger. . . Ye shall be devoured with
the sword."- God says, (Ezek. 5:7-13):
"Because ye . . . have not walked in my
statutes, neither have kept my judgments.
. . . Behold I, even I, am against thee, and
will execute judgments in the midst of thee
in the sight of the nations. . . Surely, because thou hast defiled my sanctuary with
all thy detestable things, . . . therefore will
I also diminish thee, neither shall mine eye
spare, neither will I have any pity. A third
part of thee shall die of pestilence, and
with famine shall they be consumed in the
midst of thee; and a third part shall fall
by the sword round about thee; and I will
scatter a third part into all the winds, and
I will draw out a sword after them. . . .
They shall know that I the LORD have
spoken it." 0 home of the brave, and land
of the free, omit not the Gospel, the good
news of God's grace, from your program
for without it no amount of money expended in munitions will prove adequate
defense!
Even a bad religion if it gives its adherents a sense of responsibility to God is
better than no religon at all. Perhaps a
thousand years before Chrst, Homer writes
a marvelous civilization, but historians tell
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us that even then there are evidences of
advanced state of decay. It points back to
the influence of the fear of God in the affairs of men and nations when Time was
young. Then, a new education developed
along the lines of the philosophies of men
and left God out. There was a strong
tendency toward individualism. Everything
became subordinate to personal pleasure
and advancement. Irreverence and a scoffing attitude toward sacred things possesed
the people. Family morality decayed; the
state became corrupt. The might of Greece
was overpowered.
There was a time when the historian
writes of Roman civilization that "self and
property were protected. Race pride and
native tongues very largely disappeared.
Modesty, prudence, firmness, piety, courage, and serious regard for duty prevailed."
"There, none were for a party
But all were for the state;
And the rich man loved the poor man,
And the poor man loved the great;
Then lands were fairly
portioned,
And the spoils were fairly sold,
And the Romans were like brothers
In the brave old days of old."
"But, the introduction of wealth from
the newly captured provinces soon had a
very demoralizing effect upon the people.
Private and public religion and morality
rapidly
declined.
Religion
became an
empty ceremony. The Roman world appears to have been sunk in vice and corruption; wealth and influence ruled the
state. From a land of small farmers, sturdy
and self-supporting, who lived simply,
reared large families, feared the gods, respected the state, made honest living; it
became a land of great estates and wealthy
men. Self-respecting peasants were transformed into soldiers or joined the rabble
in the streets of Rome. The farmers who
could not pay taxes were obliged to sell
and went to cities where they lived a handto-mouth existence and asked for free
grain.
"The state existed for collection of taxes.
People fell into vicious tastes and habits,
especially as the example set them by the
upper classes was most depraved. Divorce
became frequent and common to all strata
of society; children were destroyed by exposure and infanticide; public ceremonials
of the most immoral sort, together with
the most disgusting wantonness in private,
were practiced under the guise of religion,
while at regular intervals occurred the
bloodiest gladiatorial shows."
I am set for the defense of the Gospel
because of what it can do and did accomplish in this situation. In the fulness of
time God sent His Son into a world just
like this. The historians say, "Christianity
came at just the right time, not only to impart new energy and hopefulness to a de-
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cadent civilization but also to meet, conquer and, in time, civilize the barbarian
hordes which had overwhelmed the Roman
Empire. Only the Christian Church re^
mained to save civilization from the wreck
and it was almost submerged." Wherever
the Gospel has been preached in its purity
and power it has had a purifying and saving effect.
I am set for the defense of the Gospel
because it is the only hope for the grievousness of the situation of the world in
general and of our own country in particular. Those who have thoughtfully followed thus far have discovered that the
same seeds of dissolution that brought
havoc and ruin on past civilizations are at
work in our own land. Bullets, bombs and
battleships will never save our homes
from the subversive forces of destruction at
work at our very doors. May I mention just
six: salacious literature, impure pictures,
narcotics, venereal disease, gambling and
liquor.
There are 24,000,000 copies of filthy
magazines crossing our news counters
monthly, pouring their poison into the
thought stream of our citizens. Our motion
picture audience numbers 85,000,000
weekly. The term "degenerate movies"
must be applied to much that they see. This
coupled with the lewd advertising, and
equally lewd pictures afloat everywhere
presents a fifth column that will damn our
manhood to failure, for as a man thinketh
so he is. And immorality has never defended a nation. We must add to this the
thousands of girls, victims of ball-rooms,
brothels, and bar-tending; the spread of
the marihuana menace; and the statement
of Major Huston of Washington Navy
Yard that 1/5 of the boys examined are
rejected for heart disease and that 99 cases
out of 100 are due to cigarettes. It gives
grave concern to those who love our country and are interested in her welfare. To
this we must add the thousands of fair
maidens, who are puffing the weed, injecting poison into the bloodstream of the children yet unborn.
Senator Morris Sheppard says, "We cannot pour 2,000,000,000 gallons of alcoholic
drinks into the veins of our democracy and
expect it to retain the vitality essential to
its protection and progress." We are spending $10,000,000 a day — $3,600,000,000 a
year for liquor in this country. There are
600,000 liquor outlets in our country; 437,000 are retail stores. There is one retail
license for each 300 persons. There are 11
saloons for every 5 churches; one liquor
bar for every 71 homes.
The Research Department of the National W.C.T.U. says that one million new
drinkers will line up at our nation's bars
and fill its cocktail lounges by next July
1st. Most of them will be young people.
For every three public schools there are
five saloons. For every $2 spent for edu(Continued on page 125)
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How and Where Can W e Teach
and Train Our Youth to Worship?

a-

OUR SUNDAY SCHOOLS

Elder J. A.

H»
This Department, conducted by the General S. S. Board, appears in the first issue of each month.
All material for this Dept. should be sent to C. VV. Boyer, Sec'y, 2101 Windsor Road, Dayton, O.

The Father of the Sunday School Writes a Letter
Sophia Cook said to Robert Raikes as they met on the St. Catharine's
meadow and saw many boys lounging aboutb "Why, Robert, don't you do
something about them?"
This remark inspired Robert Raikes to found the
modern Sunday
School.
Gloucester, June 5, 1784. distributed among the most diligent. This
I HAVE not had leisure to give the public excited an emulation. One or two clergyan earlier account of my plans for a men gave their assistance, by going round
reform of the rising generation, by estab- to the schools on Sunday afternoon, to
lishing schools, where poor children may hear" the children say their Catechism. This
be received upon the Sunday, and there was of great consequence.
engaged in learning to read, and to repeat
Another clergyman hears them give their
their Catechism, or anything else that may Catechism once a quarter publicly in the
be deemed proper to open their minds to a church, and rewards their good behavior
knowledge of their duty to God, their with some little gratuity.
neighbors and themselves. The utility of
They are frequently admonished to rean establishment of this sort was first suggested by a group of little miserable frain from swearing; and certain boys,
wretches, whom I observed one day in the who are distinguished by their decent bestreet, where many people, employed in the havior, are appointed to superintend the
pin manufactory, reside. I was expressing conduct of the rest, and make report of
my concern to one, at their forlorn and those who swear, call names, etc. When
neglected state—and was told, that if I quarrels have arisen, the aggressor is comwere to pass through that street upon Sun- pelled to ask pardon, and the offended is
days, it would shock me indeed, to see the enjoined to forgive. The happiness that
crowds of children who were spending that must arise to all, from a kind, good-natsacred day in noise and riot; to the ex- ured behavior, is often inculcated.
treme annoyance of all decent people.
This mode of treatment has produced a
Immediately I determined to make some wonderful change in the manners of these
little effort to remedy the evil. Having little savages. I cannot give a more strikfound four persons who had been accus- ing instance than I received the other day
tomed to instruct children in reading, I en- from Mr. Church, a manufacturer of hemp
gaged to pay the sum they required for re- and flax, who employs numbers of these
ceiving and instructing such children as I children; I asked him whether he pershould send to them every Sunday. The ceived any alteration in them since they
children were to come soon after ten in the had been restrained from their former
morning, and stay till twelve: they were prostitution of the Lord's day. "Sir," said
then to go home and return at one; and he, "the change could not have been more
after reading a lesson they were to be con- extraordinary, had they been transformed
ducted to church.
from the shape of wolves and tigers to that
With regard to the parents, I went round of men. In temper, disposition, and manto remonstrate with them on the melan- ners, they could hardly be said to differ
choly consequences that must ensue from from the brute creation. But since the esso fatal a neglect of their children's mor- tablishment of the Sunday School, they
als. They alleged that their poverty ren- have shown that they are not the ignorant
dered them incapable of cleaning and creatures they were before. When they
clothing their children fit to appear either have seen a superior come, and kindly inat school or at church, but this objection struct and admonish them, and sometimes
was obviated by a remark, that if they were reward their good behavior, they are eager
clad in a garb fit to appear in the streets, to gain his friendship and good opinion.
I should not think it improper for a school They are also become more tractable and
calculated to admit the poorest and most obedient, and less quarrelsome and reneglected; all that I required, were clean vengeful."
faces, clean hands, and the hair combed.
From this little sketch of the reformaIn other respects they were to come as tion which has taken place, there is reason
their circumstances would admit.
to hope that a general establishment of
In a little time the people perceived the Sunday Schools would in time make some
advantage. Many children began to show changes in the morals of the lower class.
talents for learning, and a desire to be At least it might in some measure prevent
taught. Little rewards (books, combs, them from growing worse, which at presshoes, or some article of apparel) were ent seems but too apparent.—R. Raikes.

Climenhaga

[DEUTERONOMY 6:1-12.

If we as parents

and Christian workers make the Word
of God a pleasing thing, we have solved
one problem of getting our youth interested. Here is a rule which I made in my
life. I have never asked a boy or a girl, a
man or a woman to learn any scripture
which I have not been able to repeat myself. I do not believe in the policy of saying, " G o ; " I rather think the policy of saying, "Come," will work better. If we want
our youth to worship, we as older ones
must worship.
Bishop Lyons at the Fairland Conference a score or more years ago told of a
little girl who always went to Sunday
School. She came from the city out into
the country where she had no Sunday
School. So, she got a cat, a dog, and a calf
from the farmer; and every Sunday morning she took them under a tree and had
Sunday School. There was another visitor
in the home where she stayed; he noticed
what the little girl did. The next summer came around; the same little girl and
the same gentleman came to the same
boarding place. But, she did not have a
Sunday School any more. One day the
gentleman said to the little girl, "Why
don't you have your Sunday School like
you had it a year ago." "Oh," she said,
"It is like this. The dog went hunting in
the woods; the cat grew too lazy and wanted to lie behind the stove all the time; and
the calf grew too big." Bishop Lyons
said, "God forbid that I should ever be
the calf that would grow too big, or that
I would be the cat that would become too
lazy and simply rest all day Sunday and
not worship, or be the dog who would go
hunting in the woods for pleasure."
The secret of getting our youth to appreciate worship is for us to show them by
example that we appreciate worship. I
hear often that our young people today
have simply gotten out of hand. They are
worse than they used to be, so I am told.
"The young people are not nearly as pious
today as they once were," a certain father
was telling a young son who was twentyone or twenty-two years of age. One day
his son searching in the attic came across
a lot of old letters written to his mother
by his father before she was the father's
wife. He read these letters in front of his
father. "Why, son, you wouldn't think of
writing letters like that," the father said.
The son said, "Dad, these are yours. I
found them in the attic." If our young
people today are worse than they were yesterday, it is because the older folk have
sown the seed. I recognize that I am a
father. But, I am persuaded that so far as
devotional conditions are concerned it is
largely the fault of the parent, though not
entirely.
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We have a brother in California who it whether they want to or not. Early in
gives some very good thoughts. He said, life every part of worship demands o u r .
"If I were a father as my father was a entire co-operation. A house divided
father, my son might be a little more wor- against itself is sure to fall.
shipful. My father was a preacher, and I
One way to make people appreciate woralways sat on the front seat with him. ship is to have them see a little more need;
When I was thirteen years of age, I said, we are living in a land where our young
'Father, don't you think I am big enough people can have just what they want. I
to sit in the back end of the church.' know of parents—and do not need to go
Father said, 'You may go back.'
That outside the church to find them—who have
morning my father was preaching; I was never had family worship with their whole
sitting two-thirds back in the church. I family together. I know that the children
thought I was big enough to sit back there, wouldn't know how to give thanks at the
but I acted like a three- or four-year-old. table. I believe in teaching our young peoMy father stopped preaching and said, 'I ple to return thanks and even pray in
thought you were big enough to sit back family worship. It is our incumbent duty
there, but you aren't. Come up here and to see that there is at least one period durtake your seat.' " You say that that is not ing the day in which the whole family
modern education. It is not modern edu- gather together in family worship. I like
cation, but it is modern discipline. It is the idea of having all of them join in the
just as good today as it was forty years disciples' prayer in closing. If they know
ago. I think we know how if we would, how to worship at home, they certainly
but the trouble is we are like a black fath- will know how when they get to church.
er whom I met in Africa a number of years —Stowe, Pa.
ago. His son did some things at the Matopo Mission which he should not have done.
Gleanings for Sunday School
He went home, and while he was home he
did certain things he should not have done.
Workers
The father brought the boy back and said,
C. W. Boyer
"I brought my son back. I think he ought
to have a thrashing. I brought, him back
"If we work upon marble, it will perish.
for you to give the punishment." I said, If we work upon brass, time will efface it.
"Why don't you punish him." He said, If we rear temples, they will crumble to
"That's not my job." The "how" I have dust. But if we work upon men's immortold you; the "where" is not at Sunday tal minds, we engrave on those tablets
School or at public school but at home.
something which no time can efface, and
"Train up a child in the way he shall which will brighten to all eternity."—Dango; when he is old, he will not depart from iel Webster.
it." We should start training our children
"Sunday School work is taking truth hot
when they are babes. I believe with all my from the altar of God, and thrusting it inheart that the father and the mother should to youths' hearts."
sit in the same pew in the church with the
"Sez the deacon, Sunday School boards
children in between, the father sharing should not be cross-grained."
with the mother the responsibility of tak"Horace Mann, one of the founders of
ing care of the children. We can teach the public school system, said that if a
our children to be a little more worshipful little chapel they were building was the
if we watch them. Punish them the first means of saving one boy, it would be
time they do wrong or they will go just worth a million dollars. Someone replied
one step further the next time. I don't by saying that they could not afford to
mind hearing babies cry in the Christian spend that much to save a boy. The old
worship, but big babies get on my nerves. teacher said, "Yes, it is worth a million
Teach the child not to cry in church. If dollars to save one boy, if it is my boy
we use our church building as a place of that is saved."
worship, we have gone a long way toward
"Prayer is like opening a sluice between
making our children devotional when they the great ocean and our little channels,
come to the house of God. Our houses are when the sea gathers itself together and
dedicated to the worship of God; they flows in at full tide."—Alfred
Tennyson.
should not become a gossiping center.
"The task of saving youth is left to the
The place to teach worship is at home. teacher that is saved."
Teach restraint; I do not think it is neces"If you would catch nine-year-olds use
sary for children to get up and run out of the lure of objectified truth."
the church every fifteen minutes. There
"Both knees needed: A lecturer recently
are certain ideals that we need. We ought declared at the outset of his lecture that he
to teach every one of our children the Ten 'received his moral training at the knee of
Commandments and I Corinthians 13. a devout mother and across the knee of a
They ought to know the Beatitudes; it determined father.'
One wonders how
would be a good thing to teach our chil- manv of the oncoming generation will be
dren our Church Creed. I think the father enabled to make such a statement."
and mother should stand by the program
"I will place no value on anything I
of the young people in seeing that when possess save in its relation to the kingdom
their boy or girl is given a part they take of God."—David Livingstone.
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Set for Defense
(Continued from page 123)
cation $3 are spent for liquor. For every
$1.25 spent for dairy products $1 goes for
booze. From Jan. 1, 1933 to Jan. 1, 1940
the liquor interests received $22,000,000,000 for 12,000,000,000 gallons of beverage alcohol. At the same time they boast of
$5,500,000 revenue received by the government. They do not tell that in 1939
alone the actual cost of alcohol and its
crimes was $3,288,491,968, to which may
be added hidden costs of $3,400,000,000.
Although the President promised that the
saloon nor anything like it should ever
come back, the Chicago Herald Examiner
says the saloons there are ten times as vile
as they ever were.
The situation confronting us is serious.
There is chaos in the world. Countries,
once prosperous and free have collapsed,
victims of the same insiduous forces that
are at work in our own fair land. Love for
country and the privileges of the free impel us to remain set as defenders of the
Gospel for it is our only security against
worse fifth columnists than any outside
foe could ever send within our borders. It
is the power of God unto salvation unto
everyone that believeth. It has saved individuals and the world from dissolution
and despair in most trying hours. What
has been done' can be repeated, for Salvation's arm is not shortened.
It may be that our nation will not rally
to the standard of faith in King Immanuel,
but that will not prevent us as individuals
remaining true to Him who alone is able to
keep. Defenders of the Gospel let us ever
be!

The Historic Christian Faith
s Dr. James Orr pointed out years ago,
it is a phenomenon of Christian history that it has never been possible to
maintain for any extended period a position inconsistent with the foundation truths
of Scripture; either the adherents will return to a recognition of the final authority
of the Bible, or lapse into atheism. Thus,
there is an unbroken tradition, properly
characterized as "the historic Christian
faith," witnessed by a succession of preachers and evangelists reaching from Justin
Martyr, Chrysostom, and Augustine, to
Calvin, Luther, Wesley, Spurgeon, and
Moody. There are, of course, widely differing characteristics in this preaching and
emphasis, but always the same body of
scriptural truth and the same evangelical
appeal.—Hugh R. Monro, in The Evangelical Witness of
Hymnology.—Moody
Bible Institute
Monthly.

A

To be in Christ is the secret of our life.
To be for Christ is the meaning of our activity. To be with Christ is the hope of our
glory.—Sel.
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"Seven Men Went Singing Into
Heaven"
NE of the strangest experiences in my
life is connected with war," says Nordenberg, an eminent engineer in Finland.
"I offered my services to the government and was appointed an officer in General Mannerheim's army. It was a terrible
time. We besieged the town. It had been
taken by the Red army and we retook it.
A number of Red prisoners were under my
guard. Seven of them were to be shot at
dawn on Monday. I shall never forget the
preceding Sunday. The seven doomed men
were kept in the basement of the town hall.
In the passage my men stood at attention
with their rifles.
"The atmosphere was filled with hatred.
My soldiers were drunk with victory and
taunted their prisoners, who swore as much
as they could and beat the walls with their
bleeding fists. Others called for their
wives and children who were far away. At
dawn they were all to die.
"We had the victory, that was true
enough; but the value of this seemed to
diminish as the night advanced. I began
to wonder whether there did not rest a
curse on arms whichever side used them.
"Then something happened: one of the
men doomed to death began to sing! 'He
is mad!' was everybody's first thought. But
I had noticed this man. Koskinen, had not
raved and cursed like the others. Quietly
he had sat on his bench, a picture of utter
despair. Nobody said anything.to him—
each was carrying his burden in his own
way and Koskinen sang, rather waveringlv
at first, then his voice grew stronger and
filled out, and became natural and free.
All the prisoners turned and looked at the
singer who now seemed to be in his element:
Safe in the arms of Jesus.
Safe on His gentle breast.
There by His love o'ershaded.
Sweetly my soul shall rest.
Hark, 'tis the voice of angels,
Borne in a song to me
Over the fields of glory.
Over the jasper sea.
"Over and over again Koskinen sang
that verse and when he finished everyone
was quiet for a few minutes until a wildlooking individual broke out with 'Where
did you get that, vou fool? Are you trying to make us religious?'
"Koskinen looked at his comrades and
his eves filled with tears. Then he asked
ouietlv: 'Cornrades. will vou listen to me
for a minute? You asked me where I got
this song: it was from The Salvation Army.
I heard it there three weeks ago. At first
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I also laughed at this song but it got me.
It is cowardly to hide your beliefs: the
God my mother believed in has now become my God also. I cannot tell you
how it happened, but I know that it has
happened. I lay awake last night and suddenly I felt I had to find the Saviour and
to hide in Him. Then I prayed—like the
thief on the Cross—that Christ would forgive me and cleanse my sinful soul, and
make me ready to stand before Him whom
I should meet soon.
" 'It was a strange night,' continued Koskinen. 'There were times when everything
seemed to shine around me. Verses from

The Dying Christian to His Soul
ITAL spark of heavenly
flame,
Quit, 0 quit this mortal frame!
Trembling, hoping, lingering,
flying,
0 the pain, the bliss of dying!
Cease, fond Nature, cease thy strife,
And let me languish into life.

V

Hark! they whisper; angels say,
Sister Spirit, come away!
What is this absorbs me quite,
Steals my senses, shuts my sight,
Drowns my spirits, draws my breath?
Tell me, my soul, can this be death?
The world recedes; it disappears!
Heaven opens on my eyes; my ears
With sounds seraphic ring!
Lend, lend your wings! I mount! I fly!
0 Grave! where is thy victory?
0 Death! where is thy sting?
—Alexander Pope (1688-1744)

the Bible and from the Song Book came
to my mind. They brought a message of
the crucified Saviour and the Blood that
cleanses from sin and of the Home He has
prepared for us. I thanked Him, accepted
it, and since then this verse has been
sounding inside me. It was God's answer
to my prayer. I could no longer keep it
to myself! Within a few hours I shall be
with the Lord, saved by His grace.'
"Koskinen's face shone as by an inward
light. His comrades sat there quietly. He
himself stood there transfixed. My soldiers were listening to what this Red revolutionary had to say.
' 'You are right, Koskinen,' said one of
his comrades at last. 'If only I knew that
there is mercy for me, too! But these
hands of mine have shed blood and I have
reviled God and trampled on all that is
holy. Now I realize that there is a Hell
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and that it is the proper place for me.'
"He sank to the ground with despair depicted on his face. 'Pray for me, Koskinen,' he groaned, 'tomorrow I shall die
and my soul will be in the hands of the
devil!'
"And there these two Red soldiers went
down on their knees and prayed for each
other. It was no long prayer, but it opened Heaven for both, and we who listened
to it forgot our hatred. It melted in the
light from Heaven, for here two men who
were soon to die sought reconciliation with
God. A door leading into the invisible
stood ajar and we were entranced by the
sight.
"Let me tell you shortly that by the time
it was four o'clock all Koskinen's comrades had followed his example and began
to pray. The change in the atmosphere was
indescribable. Some of them sat on the
floor, others talked of spiritual things.
"The night had almost gone and day
was dawning. No one had had a moment's
sleep. 'Sing the song once more for us,
Koskinen,' said one of them. And you
should have heard them sing! Not only
that song but verses and choruses long forgotten came forth from their memories as
buds in the sunshine. The soldiers on
guard united their voices with them.
"The town clock struck six. How I
wished I could have begged for grace for
these men, but I knew that this was impossible.
"Between two rows of soldiers they
marched out to execution. One of them
asked to be allowed once more to sing Koskinen's song. Permission was granted.
Then they asked to die with uncovered
faces—and with hands raised to Heaven
they sang with might and main:
Safe in the arms of Jesus,
Safe on His gentle breast.
When the last lines had died out the
lieutenant gave the word 'Fire!' and the
seven Red soldiers had fought their last
fight. We inclined our heads in silent
prayer.
"What had happened in the hearts of the
others I do not know but so far as I was
concerned I was a new man from that
hour. I had met Christ in one of His lowliest and youngest disciples and I had seen
enough to realize that I too, could be His.
'The Lord looketh from Heaven; He beholdeth all the sons of M e n ' " (Psalm
33:13).
Jesus said: "I am the resurrection and
the life: he that believeth in Me, though he
were to die, yet shall he live" (John 11:25.
R. V.).—Selected from the "War Cry."
"To give the face a good color," says an
exchange, "get a pot of rouge and a rabbit's foot. Bury them two miles from home,
and walk out and back once a day to see
if they are still there."
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Come now and let us reason together,
saith the Lord.
Though your sins be as scarlet, they
shall be white as snow.
Though they be red like crimson, they
shall be as wool.
HEY had a "Buy Something British"
Day. I looked into the window of a
store and observed some of the items made
in England. There were some wonderful
Hudson blankets, so soft, so lovely and
beautiful. As I was looking at these
blankets the thought came to me: how nice
these blankets would be on a cold winter
night in Nevada! I could imagine seeing
those prairies covered with soft snow,
miles of pure white snow; here and there
a small cabin and nothing but white clean
snow.
I was day dreaming.
I thought how
beautifully white God made these prairies
in the winter. Then the scripture came to
me: Though your sins be red like crimson,
they shall be white as snow. God can take
sins red like burning hell fire, from a sad
and troubled soul, and make that soul
white like snow; white like these Nevada
prairies, pure and undefiled.
Then I looked at those English blankets
and thought: though they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool. The wool on
the sheep's back is not nice. It is dirty.
It has an evil smell, and many ticks, but
after it has gone through a cleansing process, the lovely blankets are made from it.
After the fleece from the sheep is washed,
it is pulled to bits. It goes through a
blower, until the small fleece fills a large
space. It is worked over and over again,
and finally it is spun into yarn. Then it
is woven into those beautiful blankets.
Man goes through a similar process. His
condition is entirely changed. This is conversion. He is worked through until he
takes on an entirely different shape. He is
holy, pure and clean. Then God weaves
him into His own pattern, fit for the service of the King. Though they be red like
crimson, they shall be like wool. I have
never understood this scripture, because I
did not like wool the way it came from the
sheep. But with the transforming it becomes beautiful; so that you like to have
it near you. So it is with the Christian.
All the sins of these many years are
washed away, and his nature becomes
lovely.
General Booth was asked, "Where are
you going to get your preachers?" He
pointed to the saloon, where were men and
women of drunkenness and vice. Many of
these men and women when they became
children of God, wholly sanctified, became
like those blankets, desirable and lovely.
The Lord made them fathers in the great
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Isa. 1:18
Salvation Army. Through their service
many millions were saved from a life of
crime, and became fit for the King's service.
They stood faithfully up against the
powers of hell, and today these men are
called blessed. Oh that the Lord may give
us faith and power to be useful like these
saints.
These blankets give warmth, and so
must the life of a Christian. Their life becomes a drawing power; like those blankets for a tired person.
All the crimson sins are gone forever.
You take a fleece and lay it next to one of
these blankets, and you can hardly believe
that they ever have been the same material.
If a person looks and acts and smells
like the world, you can be safe in judging
that the work is not complete. Every bit
of the old carnal nature must be gone. You
would not take one of these fleeces and put
it on your bed. Neither can God take any
unclean soul to heaven.
Lord take my heart and make it pure,
To stand before thy throne;
My self, my pride, my temper cure,
To stand before thy throne;
Prepare me, Oh prepare me Lord,
To stand before thy throne.
1 «»»' i
•

Editorial
(Continued from page 115)
this they were clean; but now they are
stained deep in crimson gore. Canst thou
make thyself believe that I stand as good a
chance to get to heaven, as when my hands
were clean and innocent of human blood?
And besides- our King who was Lord of all,
had disciples and many women looked up
to Him for protection, as much as a wife to
a husband, or children to their father. Did
He, when the wicked Jews came out with
staves to take Him, cut off those wicked
creatures and send them to hell, when He
could have the command of twelve legions
of angels? He did not act without reason;
He knew if He cut them off they would go
to hell; and He knew if He laid down His
life, He was going to heaven; and neither
thou nor I know but that some of the poor
creatures repented of their conduct, and
found forgiveness and are now in heaven,
glorifying His name for sparing them. Now
General, was He guilty of suicide? Thou
wilt answer; He came into the world for
this purpose; I reply that we are brought
into the world to obey His commands, and
to follow His example, and do likewise if
called on; and General, we find He had
one soldier among His followers who drew
his sword and fought like a valiant for
his Lord. But what then said his Lord? did
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he say, thou art a good fellow, I will promote thee for this? or, did He not say, 'put
up thy sword into its sheath, for they that
use the sword shall perish with the sword.'
General, thou wilt do well to remember
that saying; it is the word of a King.' The
General made no answer, but sat and hung
his head for some time. One of the company at length replied: 'Well, stranger, if
all the world was of your mind, I would
turn and follow after.' I replied: 'So thou
hast a mind to be the last man in the
world to be good? I have a mind to be one
of the first, and set the rest the example.'
This made the general smile. He got up
and went out at the door, and ordered his
officers to let me go where I pleased, and
not to interfere; then turned and came in.
I was then walking the floor, and after a
little discourse, the general said, 'Well
stranger, there are a great many of your
sort of people in this State.' I answered:
'Yes, and I hope thou findest them an honest, industrious, peaceable people; good
inhabitants to populate and clear up a new
country, and make it valuable.' He said:
'Yes, they are an industrious, harmless people.' We were both on our feet, I turned,
and looked him full in the face, and spoke
with some emphasis: 'General, canst thou
say that an honest, industrious people, who
will harm nobody, are enemies to their
country?' He paused a while, and said:
'No, and they shall have my nrotection,
and you have the word of a general for it.'
I then felt easy that all was done that
could be done. I had the same man's word
who had said: 'No favor should be shown
the Quakers,' now pledge his honor to protect them."
Taken from the Journal of Joseph Hoag.

Tests
E once heard a simple old colored
man say something which we have
never forgotten. When God tests you it is
a good time for you to test Him by putting
His promises to the proof, and claiming
from Him just as much as your trials have
rendered necessary, for "God is able to
make all grace abound toward you; that
ye, always having all sufficiency in all
things, may abound unto every good
work."
There are two ways of getting out of
trial. One is simply to try to get rid of
the trial, and be thankful when it is over.
The other is to recognize the trial as a
challenge from God to claim a larger blessing than we have ever had, and to hail it
with delight as an opportunity of obtaining a larger measure of divine grace.
Thus even the adversary becomes an
auxiliary, and the things which seem to be
against us turn out to the furtherance of
our way. Surely this is to be more than
conquerors through Him who loved us.
— A . B. Simpson.
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News Comments
J o h n Pierpont Morgan, noted financier,
died a t Boca Grande, Florida, on March 13,
aged seventy-five y e a r s . Mr. M o r g a n ' s fort u n e h a s been e s t i m a t e d a t from $200,000,000 to $500000,000. A t one t i m e he w a s director in eighty-nine corporations whose
combined a s s e t s w e r e in excess of $20,000,000,000.
Senate P e s t - W a r Committee. — After
P r e s i d e n t Roosevelt had a g a i n prodded
C o n g r e s s on t h e m a t t e r of jobs for those
who will be unemployed when t h e w a r ends,
t h e S e n a t e acted b y s e t t i n g u p i t s own comm i t t e e instead of a d o p t i n g t h e s u g g e s t i o n s
of t h e P r e s i d e n t ' s National Resources P l a n n i n g Board. I t passed an a p p r o p r i a t i o n bill
from which provision of funds for t h e N a tional Resources P l a n n i n g Board h a d been
stricken. The m e m b e r s of t h e Senate comm i t t e e a r e S e n a t o r George (D., Ga.) chairm a n , S e n a t o r s B a r k l e y (D., K y . ) , M c N a r y
(R., O r e g o n ) , H a y d e n (D., A r i z o n a ) , O'Mahoney (D. W y o m i n g ) , L u c a s (D., Illinois), P e p p e r (D., F l a . ) , . V a n d e n b e r g (R.,
Mich.), A u s t i n (R., Vt.) and Taft (R., Ohio).
*
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W a r Loan Drive.—The T r e a s u r y
on
M a r c h 11 announced detailed plans to sell
$13,000,000,000 in securities n e x t m o n t h in
t h e g r e a t e s t w a r financing p r o g r a m in world
h i s t o r y . A s s e r t i n g t h a t " t h i s money is
needed to back up our a r m e d forces," Secret a r y M o r g e n t h a u called on every A m e r i c a n
to " i n v e s t in his g o v e r n m e n t ' s securities to
t h e limit of his ability," when t h e T r e a s u r y
opens its c a m p a i g n on April 12. In addition
to t h e $13,000,000,000 second w a r loan drive,
which is t h e official n a m e chosen for t h e
April w a r financing, t h e T r e a s u r y will issue $1,795,000,000 in seven e i g h t h s p e r cent
certificates in e x c h a n g e for $1,506,000,000
in T r e a s u r y certificates and $289,000,000 in
Commodity Credit Corporation notes m a t u r ing on May 1. The goal of t h e second w a r
fund drive is only slightly m o r e t h a n t h e
t o t a l a m o u n t raised in t h e first victory loan
c a m p a i g n in December. In t h a t c a m p a i g n
t h e T r e a s u r y sought to borrow $9,000,000,000, but actually raised $12,906,000,000.

Seeing the Sunset

L

ORADO T A F T , the noted s c u l p t o r , rel a t e d an i n c i d e n t of s u m m e r c a m p
life o n t h e b a n k s of a l a k e w h e r e t h e sunsets w e r e e x c e p t i o n a l l y b e a u t i f u l .
One
e v e n i n g a little n u r s e m a i d a s k e d if she
m i g h t r u n to h e r h o m e n e a r b y a n d " s h o w
t h e s u n s e t " to h e r p e o p l e .
"Certainly," answered Mrs. Taft;
t h e y will see it, w o n ' t t h e y ? "
"No.
came."

/ never

saw the sunset

until

"but
you

It is a g r e a t p r i v i l e g e to m a k e t h e b e a u t y
of the C h r i s t i a n life c o m p e l l i n g l y a t t r a c tive to o t h e r s . — S e l .

Statistics

T

H E slot m a c h i n e i n d u s t r y h a s b e e n the
fastest g r o w i n g b u s i n e s s since 1929,
a n d in 1939 e m p l o y e d s o m e 7 0 , 0 0 0 . I n
1 9 3 7 $ 4 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 w a s p l a c e d in bets a t
seventy-odd r a c e t r a c k s in t h e U n i t e d
States, a n d since then this s u m , a c c o r d i n g

V I S I T O R

to c o n s e r v a t i v e estimates, h a s i n c r e a s e d another $100,000,000. P u n c h b o a r d o p e r a t o r s ,
are collecting about $300,000,000 a y e a r . "
M a s s a c h u s e t t s — w h e r e once it w a s i l l e g a l
to kiss y o u r wife o n t h e S a b b a t h — a t its
two g r e y h o u n d race t r a c k s in 1 9 3 9 admitted 1,335,378 s p e c t a t o r s w h o d r e w a p l a y
of $ 1 9 , 1 4 5 , 9 7 9 . I n five y e a r s of d o g - r a c i n g
in the Bay S t a t e s m a l l b e t t o r s a l o n e h a v e
passed a n e a t $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 t h r o u g h m u t u a l

A p r i l 12, 1 9 4 3

w i n d o w s . If we a d d to these figures t h e
estimated b i l l i o n d o l l a r s which t h e A m e r i can p e o p l e h a v e invested in f o r e i g n sweepstakes, b i n g o , c a r d g a m b l i n g , lotteries, a n d
s i m i l a r devices, w e m u s t r e a l i z e t h a t g a m b l i n g h a s b e c o m e a h u g e b u s i n e s s enterp r i s e of itself, g r o w i n g faster t h a n m o s t
l e g i t i m a t e i n d u s t r i e s . A s s u c h it is p l a y i n g
an i m p o r t a n t p a r t in o u r social a n d economic situation.—Religious
Digest.

PAGE OF BOOKLETS FOR CHRISTIAN WORKERS
NEW TRAINING FOB SERVICE
By C. J . Sharp
A Practical F i r s t Course In Teacher Training-.
Following the Outline of Herbert Moninger.
The need for teachers better trained In
teaching the Bible as
the revealed Word of
God w a s never greater
than today. To supply
that need there Is the
constant demand for a
down-to-date and practical training textbook,
suited to the average
teacher—a book that
will lead to a good general knowledge of the
Bible and how to teach
It.
True-to-the-Bible
Teacher Training 1
Book of F o r t y Lessons, per copy, 35c;
per dozen, S3.7S.
SAMUEL

MORRIS

A Spirit-Filled l i f e
Wonderful story of an African slave boy
who became converted in the heart of the
jungles and accomplished marvelous things
for God. Price, 10c.
PRAYING HYDE
By the Rev. F . A. McGraw. Glimpses of
the amazing prayer-life of a missionary in
India whose intercession "changed things"
for the Sialkot Revival. Heart-searching
lessons for Christians on the power of " r e a l "
prayer
25c
"HIS LAST W E E K "
The Story of Passion and Resurrection of
Jesus in the Words of the Four Gospels.
This remarkable little booklet should be read
by every Christian during the Easter Season.
64 pages. Size 4 x 6 . Price, 10c each.
THE WRITINGS OF DR. W. E.
BIEDERWOLF
The Unvarnished Facts About Christian
Science
_
3
Spiritualism
Mo/monism Under the Searchlight
Russellism Unveiled
Seventh Day Adventism

.20
20
20
20
20

TITHING THE TOUCHSTONE OF
STEWARDSHIP
By J. W. Goodwin, D. D A new edition of
this forceful message on Storehouse tithing
Price, 10c.
"THE SIX MTRACI.ES OF CALVARY"
Eighty pages. 4" x TA", purple art stock
covers tastefully lettered and decorated in
silver. Price, 20c.
THE SHEPHERD PSALM
By Wm. Evans
A meditation. This is an excellent giftbook. I t takes up the 23d Psalm in all its
beauty and splendor. I t brings out a message, inspiring and comforting. Illustrated in
two colors throughout; silk corded; extension
covers; folded-in ends. 84 pages. Price, 40c.

WITHOUT EXCUSE
By Arthur J. Smith
A h a n d y , vest-pocket
booklet for the use of personal workers.
In this
booklet, Arthur J. Smith
WITHOUT
arranges the most approBXCU8E
priate Scripture T e x t s
under such subjects a s :
Amusements; Assurance;
Backsliding; Bible Study;
Christ; The Savior; The
Second Coming; Confession; Consecration; Conversion; The Devil Giving;
God; Guidance; Heaven;
Holiness; The Holy Spirit;
Immortality; Love; Prayer; Repentance; Salvation:
Sin; Sorrow; Temptation, Etc.
dexed by Subject
124 pages. Carefully InPaper cover
Price 25c each; 5 for $1.00.
FAMOUS MISSIONARIES
By J a m e s Gilchrist Lawson
Portraits and biographies of thirty famous
missionaries. Price, 35c each.
FACING CALVARY
By William Evans
Here is an inspirational treatise on the
seventeenth chapter from the Gospel of John.
Gift style binding—tied with silk cord and
tassel. Price, 40c.
BOOKLETS
By C. F . Weigle
A Deck of Cards—A startling message on the
menace of the card game.
Listen Girls—A warning to America's beautiful girlhood.
Quit Worrying!—A message of comfort and
trust.
Heaven A Better Country—An informative
and comforting message.
Price 20c each.
SOUL-STIRRING BOOKS
By A. Sims
Mighty Prevailing- Prayer. 35c per copy.
A Prayer Answering- God. 10c per copy.
These Light Afflictions. 25c per copy.
Charles G. Finney. 10c per copy.
Billy Bray. 10c per copy.
David Brainsrd and John Welsh. 10c per copy
An Hour With George Muller. 10c per copy.
BOOKLETS BY W A L T E R McCLEARV
An Hour With Adoniram Jndson
10c
An Hour With Jonathan Goforth
10c
An Hour With J. Hudson Taylor
10c
An Hour With David Livingstone
10c
A SUGGESTION F O R D E V E L O P I N G T H E
P R A Y E R LIFE
By Clifton L. Fowler. Price, 5c each.
LET'S GO FISHING WITH THE DOCTOR
By Dr. Walter Wilson, author of Strange
Short Stories by the Doctor, Miracles in a
Doctor's Life, and The Romance of a Doctor's
Visits.
This book is a remarkable study of SOUL
WINNING by one who is qualified as a soul
winner. Designed for private reading and
for study classes. This book will live.
Paper cover, 35c.
HOW TO LIVE T H E VICTORIOUS L I F E
By An Unknown Christian
An abridged edition. Price, 25o each.
POWER THROUGH PRAYER
By E. M. Bounds
One of the most widely read hooks on
prayer and its power. 26th edition. 94,000
copies. Price, 25c each.
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